knowing

creating
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Planning &
Composing Texts

text, subtext, reader, genre, meaning, intention, effect

Transcription &
Organisation

How Writing
Works

Revising and
Reviewing Texts

using

analysing
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Writing

Writing

R•E•A•L Opportunities (How we will learn)
2 Broad Text-Based Learning

In all year groups, Spoken Language, Reading
and Writing will originate in the deep study of
texts. Depth will come from length of study of
a single text.

Breadth of learning in English will be secured
by developing the themes, characters,
structures and ideas of our deeply explored
texts across a broad range of text types and
genres. Children will explore the subtleties of
A teacher should choose a text to study from
writing in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd person, ensuring
at least a half term, rich enough to be a
their skills are applied across fiction, nonsource of inspiration for a range of writing.
fiction, drama and poetry.
If the text is fiction (e.g. Fantastic Mr Fox by
The REAL curriculum has a very broad range
Roald Dahl) a non-fiction contrast should be
of engaging opportunities for writing. The
studied (such as a book about nocturnal
table below shows a menu from which to
animals) to contextualise the learning and
select. Teachers will choose from this menu
provide models for writing.
ensuring variety of fiction, non-fiction, poetry
Children should:
and drama and making sure viewpoint and
 Read or hear the text in its entirety.
perspective changes within the term. For
example, a 7 week half term may look like:
 Read and write synopses and Week 1: Reading, roleplaying and sequencing the first 10
summaries of the text.
chapters of Fantastic Mr Fox.
 Use the text as research and as a
springboard for creative projects such
as writing, drama, visual art, dance
and philosophical discussion.
 Deepen their understanding of the
book through adaptations and
versions in other media (film,
animation, comic, radio play.)

Week 2: Acting, drafting and writing Mr Fox’s diary (1st
person fiction).
Week 3: Re-working Mr Fox’s diary after close reading of the
text and quality examples of peer work.
Week 4: Immersion in 3rd person non-fiction journalism and
drama as newsreaders with Mr Fox as a basis.
Week 5: Writing a non-fiction journalism account of “The
Siege.”
Week 6: Immersion in the maps and setting of this story
including mapping an imaginary mis-en-scène outside.
Week 7: Instructions written by Mr Fox in the 2nd person for
Badger to find Bean’s cider cellar.

3 Curricular Application and Enrichment
The REAL curriculum has a textured approach
to cross-curricular strength. Like a tapestry
which is woven in strong cross-threads, the
various subjects interweave to support
learning each in the other.
In the foundation subjects
Literacy should be used across all subjects to
provide organised and creative ways of
expressing knowledge, presenting findings
and exploring ideas. Discussion, debate, roleplay, drama, reading and creative writing are
at the heart of the wider curriculum. No
subject should miss an opportunity to
develop and apply literacy skills. We expect a
uniform standard of writing across the
subjects, commensurate with the best of the
child’s ability.
In English lessons
The content, skills and creative opportunities
of other subjects must enrich literacy lessons.
For example:





Persuasive writing will be far stronger backed up
with statistics and data from age appropriate
maths and science.
Writing in role or with empathy will be deeply
enhanced with specific vocabulary from history.
Teaching settings with an eye on the geography
curriculum will develop the accuracy and quality of
descriptive writing, etc.
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1 Deep Text-based learning

Deep Text-based Learning: for each new text type, the depth of learning will be developed by adding dimensions
to the learning until the final composition is multi-faceted, unique and shows progress from previous writing.

Breadth of Learning

Depth of Textual Understanding

Knowing

Using

Using

Analysing
Evaluating

the class text

features of
text type
features

Age appropriate
depth

Source
Material

Creating
the child’s own
style

Unique
Writing
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Creating

Broad Text-based Learning: variety and freshness will be ensured by choosing from a menu of text types.

Non-Fiction
Personal Diaries
Single entry, several entry
day, serial days

Directions

Objective Reviews

Walk three paces north from
the old dead tree…

The play began with a flash
of light and loud music…

Personal Recounts
I took a trip to the cinema
with
my
whole
family:
granddad, nana, Tommy and
myself.

Subjective
Reviews
I really like this book. I
think
it’s
informative,
exciting and scary.

Instructions

Objective Recount

This is how you make a
paper aeroplane. First take
your paper…

Green class went to see a
puppet show. They behaved
superbly…

Letters

Descriptive
Poetry

Dear Sister,
You
say
I
never
spend
time
with
you
anymore! Your memory gets
worse…

Rules &
Guidelines

Memoirs
My earliest memory
auntie’s garden…

is

my

Autobiography
I was born in
Worcester Royal
lavender Suite…

2006 in
Hospital,

Persuasive
Arguments
…so

that’s why I think this
is a travesty of justice
and
we
should
have
Fountains house reinstated
immediately!

3rd Person
(he, she, it)

The dew rests on the grass
like beads from a necklace…

Adaptations,
Events into Drama
COLE: Let’s try this game.
RENNIE: (worriedly) I’m not
sure about this, mate.

You must not talk.
You must not burp…

Explanations

Advertisements
Need curtains? Run out of
carpet? You must not miss
crazy Bob’s sale…

Bread
is
made
with
a
combination of flour, water
and yeast…

Accounts

Blurb
If you’ve ever wondered
what’s at the bottom of
your garden, you’ll love
this tale of a girl who…

The second world war began
with
the
voice
of
Mr
Chamberlain
on
what
was
then called “the wireless”.

Reports

Recipes

Personal Letters

Take three fresh eggs. Next
crack the eggs in a bowl…

The red fox (Vulpes Vulpes)
is
both
a
town
and
a
country dweller…

Personal Poetry

Odes and
Addresses(poetry)

Journalism

I wandered lonely as a cloud…

Opinion Pieces
In my opinion the
photograph is a fake. Look
at the evidence: a) it is
in a weird colour, b) it …

Shall I compare thee to a
summer’s day?

Lyrics
You
me…

are

so

beautiful,

to

CRICKETERS BOWLED OVER BY WIN

Stanley
Road’s
cricket
team, (the Stanley Lions)
last night stole the title
from arch-rivals Red Hill…

1st Person
(I, me, we)

2nd Person
(you, imperative)

3rd Person
(he, she, they, it)

Imaginary Diaries

Adventure Games

Narrative Poetry

Single entry, several entry day,
serial days

Will you turn left and run away, or will
you turn and fight the manticore..?

Imaginary Recounts

Dream Narratives

The moon was bright
The night was light
The day the creature came
The stars were blind
He left behind
A switch of silver mane…

Our visit to the dragon cave was
quite an experience. I packed all the
right equipment but …

You find yourself in a strange,
green room; the smell is not
pleasant….

1st Person Narrative

Board Games

[ghost
stories,
weird
fiction,
supernatural,
twist-in-the-tail,
adventure, mystery, romance, fable,
traditional tale, legend, sci-fi, etc]
I stopped. A chill ran down my
neck.

Miss a go. Go directly to home.
You have come last in a talent
contest…

Character Piece
Fantastic Mr Fox really earns his
name. He’s fantastic at everything.

Adaptation, Fiction
into Drama
Sophie: Who are you?
BFG: I’s a giant.

Imaginary Journalism
ALIENS LAND ON SAUCE FACTORY
To the horror of the residents of
Midland Road last night, what
scientists are calling a UFO
descended on the Lee & Perrin’s
factory next door to Stanley Road
Primary School…

Narrative Fiction
[ghost
stories,
weird
fiction,
supernatural,
twist-in-the-tail,
adventure, mystery, romance, fable,
traditional tale, legend, sci-fi, etc]
The first time Edith knew
something was wrong was when
the clock struck thirteen…
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2nd Person
(you,
imperative)

1st Person
(I, me, we)

Fiction

We will provide extra-curricular writing opportunities such as short-story competitions, contributions
to the website and writing of school rules and procedures.
Children will be invited to teach writing in “Leading Learning” days, to empathise with the teacher and
gain insight into the process of making texts.
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Entitlements

Children will meet with real writers and observe the process of inspiration, planning, drafting,
composition and publishing. We have begun collaboration with Petr Horáček and will be seeking other
authors who can model to the children the process of creating literature.

GEOGRAPHY: English skills
should be used to a high
standard in expressing findings,
gathering data.
Conversely, the features of
landscape and the specifics of
culture form a rich resource for
non-fiction
writing,
deeply
realised settings and detailed
characterisations
and
this
should be exploited.
MUSIC: The music curriculum
requires children to develop
their notation of ideas. The
growing clarity in children’s
writing should be extended to
this and presentation, and
layout should of be a high
standard. Music is also an
opportunity for children to write
critically about music and
musicians.

COMPUTING: Writing digitally
must form a significant but
balanced part of the English
curriculum, with children’s word
processing, presentations etc.
maintaining high expectations of
English writing. Conversely, the
work on logic, coding and
debugging should be applied to
the logic of narrative and flow of
prose: does it make sense?
HISTORY: Deep learning in
history must involve discussion,
justification and debate and the
construction
of
historical
narratives, leading to high
quality written opportunities
both fictional and non-fictional

DANCE: The majority of the
dance curriculum is practical but
there must be opportunities for
written evaluation and criticism
of performance. The stories,
moods and impressions of
dance should form the basis for
creative writing and represent a
starting point for composition.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: Both
digitally and on paper, children
should be presenting their
plans,
intentions
and
evaluations of product and
process in written form, with
high expectations of the quality
of writing.

LANGUAGES: Children should be
given rich opportunities to write
in the 2nd language, at first
functionally but increasingly
moving towards self-expression
and creativity in forms such as
lyrics,
instructions,
simple
poetry, etc.

MATHEMATICS: As well as the
verbal fluency we expect of our
mathematicians children should
problem solve, express their
findings and evaluate informally
and formally in writing.

PHILOSOPHY: We would expect
the vocabulary, structure and
organisation of philosophical
discussions (I disagree, surely
you must see, etc.) to extend
into children’s compositions.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: PE is a
largely practical subject but
there is room for evaluation and
expression.

They should also draft and
compose problems in good and
logical English.

SCIENCE: Science is a clear
opportunity for ambitious nonfiction writing based in real
contexts. Children should write
organised scientific accounts,
Part of a good physical
using
relevant
scientific
education is the creation and
vocabulary.
Philosophical discussions are an drafting of games, rules and
extremely rich starting point for instructions which should be The knowledge and vocabulary
extended writing and should be executed to a high standard.
gained in science should in
used as such often.
addition
enhance
creative
writing in English.
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Cross-Curricular Learning

ART & DESIGN: High quality
oracy in discussing artworks and
peer creativity coupled with
age-appropriate reading around
the subject and extended
writing, either using artworks as
a creative starting point or in
thoughtful written criticism.

R•E•A•L Objectives (What we will learn to do)

to spell
knowing
using
Children learn and apply spelling
rules in their writing.

to punctuate

to present

to shape a sentence

to paragraph

using
Children demarcate texts clearly
with increasing sophistication.

using
Children form letters and words
with increasing legibility and
control.

using
Children learn a growing range of
sentence types and apply the
rules of grammar and syntax.

using
Children organise their ideas on
the page sequentially so that
they develop and flow.

to use words effectively

to revise
analysing
evaluating
Children consider their own and
others’ work, judging quality, and
building a range of drafting and
polishing skills.

to respond

to plan

to influence

creating
Children take inspiration from
specific starting points to write
creatively and with growing
passion.

creating
Children plan creatively for the
structure and flow of their work
with increasing sophistication.

creating
Children make deliberate stylistic
choices, aiming to write literature
which moves, impresses and
holds the attention of the reader.

using
Children learn the meaning and
application of word types,
deploying them in writing for
effect and impact.
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Children should learn:

R•E•A•L Outcomes (What will learning look like?)
The Depth & Breadth Assessment Model: Points System
Phase 1
Year 1
Surface
Learning

1

2

Phase 2
Year 1

Enhanced
Learning

3
3+

4

Year 3

Deep
Learning

5

Surface
Learning

6
6+

7

8

Phase 3
Year 4

Enhanced
Learning

Deep
Learning

Year 5
Surface
Learning

Year 6
Enhanced
Learning

Deep
Learning

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
9+
12+
15+
18+
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We are assessing not just the amount that children learn, but the depth and breadth of their learning. We monitor how
well a child understands a concept and how useful that learning becomes. Progress in the D&B model widen from shallow,
surface-level learning, to an enhanced understanding then beyond, into deep, thoughtful ownership. Extremely deep and
rich learning within a year group is recorded as n+ signifying mastery of the subject.
We chart children’s understanding on this continuum, giving them a numerical score, based on averages. This is their
attainment. The difference in attainment from one assessment to the next is their progress. The combination of both in a
broad picture is their achievement. There are four stages of understanding within a year curriculum:
with support and modelling

with modelling

independently

in greater depth (n+)

Children attempt and complete learning after
concepts and skills are clearly demonstrated. They
make mistakes, are assisted and use consistent
and continuing feedback to improve during the
process.

Children attempt and complete learning after
concepts and skills are clearly demonstrated. They
work collaboratively or unaided, needing
formative feedback, demonstrating maturing skills
and concepts.

Children attempt and complete work confidently
and independently, in collaboration or alone. They
are largely unaided with minimum scaffolding and
are demonstrating embedded skills and concepts.

Children’s knowledge and understanding of the
subject is so deep and thorough that they have
required personalised extension and enrichment
from the class teacher. Their work shows unusual
insight, broad applications and great creativity.

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

2

3

Spr

Sum

Year 1

Surface Learning

Aut

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 1

1

using

To spell: With support and modelling
I can spell words containing the 40+
phonemes already taught, days of the
week & common exception words.
I name alphabet letters (incl. α order).
I can use letter names to distinguish
between alternative spellings of the
same sound [“it’s oh-ee, not oh-ay”]
I can add prefixes and suffixes

-s or –es as the plural for nouns

Third person singular for verbs

Make words negative with un
Add -ing, -ed, -er,-est, where no
change necessary in root word
[help helping helper etc.]
I can apply simple spelling rules and
write sentences from memory as
dictated by my teacher.
To spell: With modelling I spell words
containing phase 2&3 phonemes, days
of the week & common exception
words.
I name alphabet letters (incl. α order).
I can use letter names to distinguish
between alternative spellings of the
same sound [“it’s oh-ee, not oh-ay”]
I can add prefixes and suffixes

-s or –es as the plural for nouns

Third person singular for verbs

Make words negative with un
Add -ing, -ed, -er,-est, where no
change necessary in root word
[help helping helper etc.]
I can apply simple spelling rules and
write sentences from memory as
dictated by my teacher.
To spell: I spell words containing the
phase 2&3 phonemes, days of the week
& common exception words.
I name alphabet letters (incl. α order).
I can use letter names to distinguish
between alternative spellings of the
same sound [“it’s oh-ee, not oh-ay”]
I can add prefixes and suffixes

-s or –es as the plural for nouns

Third person singular for verbs

Make words negative with un
Add -ing, -ed, -er,-est, where no
change necessary in root word
[help helping helper etc.]
I can apply simple spelling rules and
write sentences from memory as
dictated by my teacher.
I am secure at end of PHASE 5 L&S.

using

using

using

using

To punctuate

To present

To shape a sentence

To paragraph

To punctuate
(use): With
support and
modelling I can
use Capital
Letters, full stops
and finger spaces.

To punctuate
(explore):

Bullet
points

To present: With support and modelling
I can sit correctly at the table, write on
the lines and show the correct tripod
pencil grip.
To present: With support and modelling
my letters are mostly formed correctly
with the potential to join.
To present: With support and modelling
I know my letter families and practice
formation with growing competence.
To present: With support and modelling
I can write the digits 0-9.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can sort sentences from
non-sentences. [I go for shop  I go to the
shops.
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can write simple sentences
which make sense, joining them into
compound sentences using and.
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can begin to vary the way
my sentences begin.

To paragraph: With support and
modelling children start a new sentence
for a new idea.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling children explore speech
paragraphing using speech and thought
bubbles.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I can use time connectives to
structure my ideas [first, then, next,
after that, finally, etc.

To punctuate
(explore):

Bullet
points
?!
…

To present: With modelling I can sit
correctly at the table, write on the lines
and show the correct tripod pencil grip.
To present: With modelling my letters
are mostly formed correctly with the
potential to join.
To present I know my letter families
and practice formation (correct starting
and finishing place) with competence.
To present: With modelling I can write
the digits 0-9.

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can sort sentences from non-sentences
in my own work. [I go for shop  I go to the
shops. ]
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can write simple and compound
sentences using and or because as
conjunctions.
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can vary the way my sentences begin.

To paragraph: With modelling I can
structure my sentences into a
beginning, middle and end.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I can use time connectives to
structure my ideas [first, then, next,
after that, finally, etc.
To paragraph: With modelling I can
explore speech paragraphing using
speech and thought bubbles.

To punctuate
(explore):

Bullet
points
…
“ “

To present: I can sit correctly at the
table, write on the lines and show the
correct tripod pencil grip.
To present: My letters are formed
correctly with some attempts to join.
To present: I correctly form all 26
letters of the alphabet.
To present: I can write the digits 0-9.

To shape a sentence: I can write in
simple and compound sentences using
and/but/because/so as conjunctions.
To shape a sentence: I can write a
descriptive sentence containing two
adjectives (2A sentence).
To shape a sentence: I vary my
sentence openings from a range of
simple options. [Time connectives, pronouns,
etc.]

To paragraph: I can several write linked,
linear sentences clearly showing a
beginning, middle and end by a new line
or space.
To paragraph: I can explore speech
paragraphing by using speech bubbles
and speech marks.
To paragraph: I can use time
connectives to structure my ideas.

To punctuate
(use): With
modelling I can
use Capital
Letters, full stops
and finger spaces.

To punctuate
(use): I can
consistently use
Capital Letters,
full stops, finger
spaces, ? & !
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knowing
To spell

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

Spr

6

Sum

Year 2

Enhanced Learning

5

To spell: With support and modelling I
can

Segment spoken words into
phonemes, writing them as
graphemes.

Add the suffixes –ment, -ness, ful, -less and –ly to make longer
words.

Spell y2 common exception
words (see appx. 1)

Spell contracted words (don’t,
won’t, couldn’t etc.)

Apply simple spelling rules (see
appx. 1) and write sentences
from memory as dictated by my
teacher.

Learn new ways of spelling
phonemes (ere, ear, eer…)

Distinguish between
homophones and nearhomophones (their, they’re,
there; pear, pair, pare, etc.)

Aut

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 1

4

using

To spell: With modelling I can

Segment spoken words into
phonemes.

Add suffixes to make longer
words.

Spell y2 common exception
words (see appx. 1)

Spell contracted words (don’t,
won’t, couldn’t etc.)

Apply simple spelling rules (see
appx. 1) and write sentences
from memory a

Learn new ways of spelling
phonemes (ere, ear, eer…)
Distinguish between homophones and
near-homophones.
To spell: I can

Segment spoken words nto
phonemes.

Add suffixes to make longer
words.

Spell y2 common exception
words (see appx. 1)

Spell contracted words (don’t,
won’t, couldn’t etc.)

Apply simple spelling rules (see
appx. 1) and write sentences
from memory a

Learn new ways of spelling
phonemes (ere, ear, eer…)

Distinguish
between
homophones
and
nearhomophones.

Secure at end of PHASE 6 L&S.

using
To punctuate
To punctuate
(use): With
support and
modelling I use
capital letters,
finger spaces, ?, !,
“ ” ,commas and
colon in lists,
bullet points and
ellipsis …

To punctuate:
With modelling I
can use
possessive
apostrophes
(singular).
To punctuate
(use): I use
capital letters,
finger spaces, ?, !,
“ ” ,commas and
colon in lists,
bullet points and
ellipsis for
suspense …
To punctuate: I
can use
possessive
apostrophes
(singular).
[I am John’s friend.]

using
To shape a sentence
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can write different sentence
types reliant on punctuation [question,
exclamation, command]

To punctuate
(explore):
With support and
modelling I can
explore brackets

To punctuate:
With support and
modelling I can
use possessive
apostrophes
(singular).

To punctuate
(use): With
modelling I use
capital letters,
finger spaces, ?, !,
“ ” ,commas and
colon in lists,
bullet points and
ellipsis for
suspense …

using
To present

To present: With support and modelling
my digits and lower case letters are
well-sized (relative to one another) and
to my larger capital letters.
To present: With support and modelling
I can begin to form ascenders and
descenders correctly, making the
diagonal strokes necessary to join my
writing later.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can write list sentences,
sometimes punctuated correctly.
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can use subordinated
clauses as an opener. [Usually, the babies are
born blind.]
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can join sentences with
increasingly sophisticated connectives
[and, because, but, if/then, so, or]

To punctuate
(explore):
With modelling I
can explore
brackets for deemphasis.

To present: With modelling my digits
and lower case letters are appropriately
spaced, well-sized (relative to one
another) and to my larger capital
letters.
To present: With modelling I can form
ascenders and descenders correctly,
making the diagonal strokes necessary
to join my writing later.

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can write different sentence types
reliant on punctuation, exploring these
as compound sentences sometimes in
longer writing.
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can write list sentences, mostly
punctuated correctly, sometimes in
longer writing.
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can use subordinated clauses as an
opener, sometimes in longer writing.
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can join sentences with increasingly
sophisticated connectives [see above]

To punctuate
(explore):
I explore,
recognise and
attempt brackets
for de-emphasis.

To present: In independent work my
digits and lower case letters are
appropriately
spaced,
well-sized
(relative to one another) and to my
larger capital letters.
To present: I can form ascenders and
descenders correctly, making the
diagonal strokes necessary to join my
writing later and using a limited number
of known joins.

To shape a sentence: In my extended
and independent writing, across a
limited range of pieces, in fiction and
non-fiction, I can use a range of wellexpressed sentences, including

list sentences

questions, exclamations and
commands

simple subordinations

compound sentences using more
sophisticated
connectives,
sometimes with two connectives.

using
To paragraph

To paragraph:
With support and
modelling I can group content
relevantly under simple sub-headings or
labelled stanzas.
To paragraph:
With support and
modelling I can use a greater range of
time connectives in narrative writing
such as Suddenly, meanwhile, Once
upon a time, much later, later that day
etc.
To
paragraph:
With
supported
modelling my extended writing has a
developing sense of structure (some
sense of opening and development)

To paragraph:
With support and
modelling I can group content
relevantly under simple sub-headings or
labelled stanzas.
To paragraph:
With support and
modelling I can use a greater range of
time connectives in narrative writing
such as Suddenly, meanwhile, Once
upon a time, much later, later that day
etc.
To paragraph: With modelling, the
content of my writing shows a clear
sense of opening and closure.
To paragraph: I can confidently group
content (several sentences) relevantly
under simple sub-headings or labelled
stanzas.
To paragraph: I can independently use
a greater range of time connectives in
narrative writing such as Suddenly,
meanwhile, Once upon a time, much
later, later that day etc.
To paragraph: My writing is simply
structured so that it has a clear opening,
development and sense of closure.
To paragraph: I understand paragraph
as a group of sentences with a common
theme.
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knowing
To spell

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

Aut

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can write singular and
plural nouns (-s and –es dog/dogs,
wish/wishes).

3

Spr

Sum

Year 1

Surface Learning

2

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 1

1

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I know the difference
between a noun, a verb and an
adjective.

To use words effectively: With
modelling I know the difference
between a noun, a verb and an
adjective and can suggest adjectives to
describe nouns verbally, sometimes
writing them down.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I can write singular and plural
nouns (-s and –es dog/dogs,
wish/wishes).

To use words effectively: In my
independent writing there is evidence
of conscious word choices at the noun,
verb and adjective level.
[The bad dog ran. The black bad dog was laughing.]
To use words effectively: In my writing I
independently deploy –s and –es plurals
so that the nouns are clear.

analysing
To revise

evaluating

To revise: With support and modelling I
can read my work to an adult.
To revise: With support and modelling I
can correct missed frontal and proper
noun capital letters in my writing.

To revise: With modelling I can read my
work back to an adult, talking about the
quality.
To revise: With modelling I can correct
missed frontal and proper noun capital
letters and terminal full stops in my
writing.

To revise: I independently can read
what I have written back to myself for
the purpose of revision.
To revise: I independently check my
work, making some appropriate
corrections to capital letters and full
stops.

creating
To respond
To respond: With support and
modelling I can create simple new
ideas, narratives and accounts, based
on my own life, at first verbally but
increasingly in writing.
To respond: With support and
modelling I can recognise and repeat
linguistic features of creative writing
(repetitive language, rhyming refrains,
rule of three, etc.)

To respond: With modelling I can create
simple new ideas, narratives and
accounts, based on my own life and
familiar stories and events.
To respond: With modelling I can
recognise and attempt linguistic
features of creative writing (repetitive
language, rhyming refrains, rule of
three, etc.)
[Teacher: “What have you written for
the wicked witch?”
Child: “Mirror, mirror, in the shed…is
Snow White dead?”
To respond: I can independently create
simple new narratives, accounts and
retellings
(inversions,
reworkings,
alternate endings, etc.) based on my
own life and familiar stories and events.
[e.g. three or four sentences entitled “When the
wolf won2 describing how the wolf beat the
woodcutter and ate Red Riding Hood].
To respond: My simple creative writing
shows a basic response to my reading
and analysis of texts, either in the
features of age--appropriate fiction
reliably deployed (rhyme in one story, 3
brothers in another) or in the simple
features of non-fiction (a labelled
diagram or a “did you know fact”.

creating
To plan
To plan: With support and modelling I
can verbally express my creative
intentions as beginning, middle and end
and draw/label each as an event from
my narrative.
To plan: With support and modelling I
speak words aloud for the purpose of
spelling and sentences aloud for the
purpose of syntax, before I write.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can plan fictional narrative and at least
one other writing type (recount,
information text, cultural account etc.)
To plan: With modelling I can produce a
writing map showing characters and
events, or facts and events for nonfiction.
To plan: With modelling I speak words
aloud for the purpose of spelling and
sentences aloud for the purpose of
syntax, before I write.
To plan: With modelling I can attempt
plans and maps for a limited range of
writing types (poem, fairy tale, account,
recount, instructions etc.) successfully
using them to write creatively.
To plan: I can independently populate a
prepared writing plan/map showing
characters and events, or facts and
events for non-fiction with some detail
(adjectives and powerful verbs).
To plan: It is habit for me to compose
verbally, planning my sentences aloud
for the purpose of syntax, before I
write.
To plan: I can independently plan and
map a limited range of writing types
(poem, fairy tale, account, recount,
instructions etc.) successfully using
them to write creatively.

creating
To influence
To influence: With support and
modelling, I can explore limited
typographical features to attract the
reader (BLOCK CAPITALS, bold, coloured
letters, etc.) at a very basic level.
[NO! shouted the wolf.]
To influence: With support and
modelling I can deploy deliberate word
choices to engage my reader (new
vocabulary, interesting facts, “”wow”
words etc.) and discuss these at a very
simple level.
[A caterpillar spins a web called a cocoon. “I used
the new word from science!”]
To influence: With modelling, I can
explore limited typographical features
to attract the reader (BLOCK CAPITALS,
bold, coloured letters, etc.) at a very
basic level.
[NO! shouted the wolf.]
To influence: With modelling I can
deploy deliberate word choices to
engage my reader (new vocabulary,
interesting facts, “”wow” words etc.)
and discuss these at a very simple level.
[A caterpillar spins a web called a cocoon. “I used
the new word from science!”]

To influence: I can attempt limited
typographical features to attract the
reader (BLOCK CAPITALS, bold, coloured
letters, etc.) in some instances..
[NO! shouted the wolf.]
To influence: I can deploy deliberate
word choices independently to engage
my reader (new vocabulary, interesting
facts, “”wow” words etc.) and discuss
these at a very simple level.
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using
To use words effectively

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

using
To use words effectively

Enhanced Learning

4

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I recognise and explore
adverbs and a range of pronouns.
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I use a limited but
appropriate range of technical or
specific vocabulary.
[Indiana Jones climbed the steep,
granite steps.]

Aut

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can sort the past tense
from the present tense.

5

Spr

6

Year 2

To use words effectively: with
modelling, my independent writing
includes adverbial phrases (running
under the table) by adverbs and noun
phrases (big, black car).
To use words effectively: With
modelling I am developing a personal
lexicon of technical and specific
vocabulary to improve my writing.
[Fantastic Mr Fox scratched his muzzle and
twitched his brush.]
To use words effectively: With and
modelling I can sort the past tense from
the present tense, writing in both.
[The fox ran. The fox is running.]
To use words effectively: My
independent writing includes well-used
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and
pronouns in simple but effective
clauses.
[A mouse is a small, grey mammal with a long, thin
tail; Thor’s hammer flew swiftly across the
bifrost].

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 1

Depth of Learning

Sum

To use words effectively: In my
independent writing there are technical
and specific vocabulary drawn from
across the curriculum, my reading and
my own interests.
[Lionel Messi trapped the ball and
scored from outside the penalty box.]
To use words effectively: I can tell apart
the past tense from the present tense,
meaning that tense remains consistent
in my writing. [The mouse ran. He
looked back. No one followed.]

analysing
To revise

evaluating

To revise: With support and modelling I
can evaluate my writing with another
learner. [“What do you think of my story? Does it
make sense?”]
To revise: With support and modelling I
carefully re-read my writing, making
simple and corrections.
To revise: With support and modelling I
can decide if my writing makes sense
throughout.

To revise: With modelling I can
mutually evaluate my writing alongside
another learner. [“Let’s swap our book reviews
and see if we’ve missed any full stops and capital
letters”]
To revise: With modelling I carefully reread my writing, making simple
additions, revisions and corrections.
To revise: With modelling I can decide if
my writing makes sense throughout and
suggest repairs to the syntax.
[“’Auntie took me Birmingham up shops’;” “What
should that be?” “Er… ‘my Auntie took me to
Birmingham to the shops.’”]

To revise: At the end of phase 1 I
independently and with some reliability
correct my own writing, and that of
others, revising:

spellings, using spelling charts,
early lexicons/dictionaries,

functional punctuation (capital
letters, full stops, commas in
lists, exclamation marks and
question marks),

syntax, changing sentences or
words which don’t make sense,

cohesion, re-reading my work to
make sure I stay on the point(my
non-chronological report about
geckos doesn’t turn into the
story of “Gecky the Wonder
Gecko”.

creating
To respond
To respond: With support and
modelling I can take stories and events
as a starting point for creative writing,
attempting sequels, and alternate
versions (lost chapters, lost endings).
To respond: With support and
modelling I begin to plan my own fiction
and non-fiction, with characters and a
more complex structure, using the
paradigms I have studied [E.g. “My story is
about a mummy bird looking for a new nest and
keeping her chicks safe after a woodcutter chops
her tree down.” This is clearly suggested by
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’, but in no way a retelling.]
To respond: With support and
modelling I can use a greater range of
creative devices drawn from fiction and
non-fiction in my work. (repetition,
rhyme, rhetorical questions, suspense,)
To respond: With modelling I take
stories and events as a starting point for
creative writing, attempting sequels,
and alternate versions.
To respond: With modelling I can plan
my own fiction and non-fiction, with
characters and a more complex
structure, using the paradigms I have
studied
To respond: With modelling I can use a
greater range of creative devices drawn
from fiction and non-fiction in my work.
(repetition, rhyme, rhetorical questions,
suspense, direct speech.)

To respond: With support and
modelling I can take stories and events
as a starting point for creative writing,
attempting sequels, and alternate
versions (lost chapters, lost endings).
To respond: I compose my own my
own
fiction
and
non-fiction
independently, with simple characters
and a more complex structure, using
the paradigms I have studied.
To respond: I can independently use a
greater range of creative devices drawn
from fiction and non-fiction in my work.
(repetition, rhyme, rhetorical questions,
suspense, colourful description.)

creating
To plan

To plan: With support and modelling I
can plan out loud my intentions for
simple plots, structures, content and
characters.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can write down ideas and/or key words,
including new vocabulary.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can plan for structure, using separate
parts of a planning document for
beginning middle end, characters,
vocabulary, etc.

To plan: With modelling I can plan out
loud my intentions for plots, structures,
content and characters.
To plan: With modelling I can write
down ideas and/or key words, including
new vocabulary.
To plan: With modelling I can plan for
structure, using separate parts of a
planning document for beginning
middle end, characters, vocabulary, etc.

To plan: I can independently verbalise
my intentions, including where I am
stuck or confused, for plots, structures,
content and characters.
To plan: I can write down ideas and/or
key words, including new vocabulary.
To plan: I can independently plan the
structure of my writing on paper or
digitally, using a limited range of
planning tools.

creating
To influence
To influence: With support and
modelling,
I
can
use
limited
typographical features to attract the
reader (BLOCK CAPITALS, bold, coloured
letters, new fonts, etc.). [Super Frog aimed
at the bad guy. ZAP went his power eyes. Boom
went Captain Toad.]
To influence: With modelling I can
engage the reader with simple devices
(strong word choices/unique noun
phrases, alliteration, or the presentation
of fascinating facts and new
information.) [Did you know a rat can
reproduce every six weeks? This amazing animal is
one of the fastest at having babies on the planet!]

To influence: With modelling, I can use
limited typographical features to attract
the reader (BLOCK CAPITALS, bold, coloured
letters, new fonts, etc.).
To influence: With modelling I can
engage the reader with simple
devices (strong word choices/unique
noun phrases, alliteration, or the
presentation of fascinating facts and
new information.)

To influence: I independently and
appropriately use limited typographical
features to attract the reader (BLOCK
CAPITALS, bold, coloured letters, new
fonts, etc.).
To influence: In my independent writing
I engage the reader with simple devices
(strong word choices/unique noun
phrases, alliteration, or the presentation
of fascinating facts and new
information.)

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

8

9

Spr

Sum

Year 3

Surface Learning

Aut

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 2

7

using

using
To punctuate

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With support and modelling I can

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g. rain/rein/reign,
weather/whether, whose/who’s

Spell words which are often
misspelt e.g.

Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by
my
teacher,
including
punctuation and sentence types
learned so far.

To punctuate
(use): With
support and
modelling I can
use a comma
after fronted
adverbials
To punctuate:
With support and
modelling I can
use the
possessive
apostrophe with
plural nouns.
To punctuate:
With support and
modelling I can
use commas with
multiple BOYS
conjunctions.

To punctuate:
(explore) With
support and
modelling I can
explore the
conventions of
demarcating
direct speech
including speech
marks and
commas.
To punctuate:
(explore) With
support and
modelling I can
explore
separating
clauses with
commas.

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With modelling I can

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g. rain/rein/reign,
weather/whether, whose/who’s

Spell words which are often
misspelt.

Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by
my
teacher,
including
punctuation and sentence types
learned so far.

To punctuate
(use): With
modelling I can
use a comma
after fronted
adverbials
To punctuate:
With modelling I
can use the
possessive
apostrophe with
plural nouns [Is
this the pirates’ map?].
To punctuate:
With modelling I
can use commas
with BOYS
conjunctions.

To punctuate:
(explore) With
modelling I can
explore, with
growing accuracy,
the conventions
of direct speech
including speech
marks and
commas, voiced
questions and
exclamations and
where to place
final punctuation.
To punctuate:
(explore) With
modelling I can
explore
separating
clauses with
commas.

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With modelling I can

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g rain/rein/reign,
weather/whether, whose/who’s

Spell words which are often
misspelt.

Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by
my
teacher,
including
punctuation and sentence types
learned so far.

To punctuate
(use): I can use a
comma after
fronted
adverbials [Once
home again, Johnny
opened the package…]
To punctuate: I
can use the
possessive
apostrophe with
plural nouns.
To punctuate: I
can use commas
with BOYS
conjunctions.

To punctuate:
(explore) With
some accuracy
and intent I use
direct speech in
my writing,
including speech
marks, commas
and final
punctuation.
To punctuate:
(explore) I can
explore
separating
clauses with
commas.

using

using

To present

To shape a sentence

To present: With support and modelling
I can use the diagonal strokes needed to
join most letters, and understand which
letters when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can shape sentences of
multiple clauses using but, because, or,
yet, so, when, then, if. [I won’t give you ice
cream if you cry, because that’s not the right
choice.]

To present: With support and modelling
my writing becomes consistently
legible, with equally spaced finger
spaces, and equally sized lower and
uppercase letters.
To present: With support and modelling
I can begin to explore writing in digital
formats, showing a basic awareness of
clarity and consistency.

To present: With modelling I can use
the diagonal strokes needed to join
most letters, and understand which
letters when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined.
To present: With modelling my writing
becomes consistently legible, with
equally spaced finger spaces, and
equally sized lower and uppercase
letters.
To present: With modelling I can begin
to explore writing in digital formats,
showing a basic awareness of clarity
and consistency.

To present: I can use the diagonal
strokes needed to join most letters, and
understand which letters when
adjacent to one another, are best left
unjoined.
To present: My writing is consistently
legible, with equally spaced finger
spaces throughout extended pieces, all
writing positioned on the line and
consistently equally sized lower and
uppercase letters.
To present: With support and modelling
I can explore a range of presentation
styles: bold, italics, fonts, headings, subheading and page orientations,
maintaining neatness and clarity.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can begin to use fronted
adverbials as subordinating openers
with a “where, when or how” structure.
[Under the soft blanket, there lay a small, black
creature.]
To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 3

using
To paragraph
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I develop a “new speaker,
new line” structure for speech.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I leave a line and indent to
mark a new paragraph (similarly
themed content).
To paragraph: (in non-fiction work)
With modelling I begin to explore
paragraphing as fact boxes, insets,
“light bulbs”, etc.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling my narrative structure is
becoming more sophisticated than
“beginning - middle - end”. [e.g. four or five
part structures with crisis, obstacle, resolution,
etc.]

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can shape sentences of multiple clauses
using but, because, or, yet, so, when,
then, if or combinations of these for
subtlety. [We can climb this mountain, but, if the
firebird is awake, then we must run because he’s
too powerful.]

To paragraph: With modelling I attempt
a “new speaker, new line” structure for
speech.

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can begin to use fronted adverbials as
subordinating openers with a “where,
when or how” structure. [In the beginning,
there was the world tree…]

To paragraph: (in non-fiction work)
With modelling I begin to explore
paragraphs as fact boxes, insets, “light
bulbs”, etc.

To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 3

To shape a sentence: I can shape
complex sentences of multiple clauses
using but, because, or, yet, so, when,
then, if or combinations of these for
subtlety. [He poured water on the creature, yet
the fire stayed lit, so he reached for the spell book.]

To paragraph: With modelling I leave a
line and indent to mark a new
paragraph (similarly themed content).

To paragraph: With modelling my
paragraph
structure
is
more
sophisticated than “beginning - middle end”. [e.g. four or five part structures with crisis,
obstacle, resolution, etc.]

To paragraph: I use a “new speaker,
new line” structure for speech.
To paragraph: I leave a line and indent
to mark a new paragraph (similarly
themed content).

To shape a sentence: In some cases,
especially at the beginning of writing, I
independently use fronted adverbials as
subordinating openers, with a “where,
when or how” structure. [As the spell was
spoken, the wizard began to change……]

To paragraph: (in non-fiction work) I
independently explore paragraphs as
discrete fact boxes, insets, “light bulbs”,
etc.

To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 3

To paragraph: My paragraph structure
is more sophisticated than “beginning middle - end”. [e.g. four or five part structures
with crisis, obstacle, resolution, etc.]
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knowing
To spell

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

Spr

12

Sum

using

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With support and modelling I can

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g missed/mist,
peace/piece, plain/plane.

Spell words which are often
misspelt.

Use the first two or three letters
of a heard word to check the rest
of the spelling in a dictionary.

Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by
my
teacher,
including
punctuation and sentence types
learned so far.
To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With modelling I can

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g missed/mist,
peace/piece, plain/plane.

Spell words which are often
misspelt.

Use the first two or three letters
of a heard word to check the rest
of the spelling in a dictionary.
Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by my
teacher, including punctuation and
sentence types learned so far.
To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
I can confidently

Spell a wider range of
homophones e.g missed/mist,
peace/piece, plain/plane.

Spell words which are often
misspelt.

Use the first two or three letters
of a heard word to check the rest
of the spelling in a dictionary.
Write simple sentences at an age
appropriate level as dictated by my
teacher, including punctuation and
sentence types learned so far.

using
To punctuate
To punctuate
(use): With
support and
modelling, I can
punctuate speech
using speech
marks and
commas.
To punctuate
With support and
modelling I use
commas to
demarcate
clauses.

To punctuate
(explore): With
support and
modelling I
explore broken
speech and
extended
dialogue [“What?”
she screamed, “what
did you say?”]

To punctuate:
With modelling, I
punctuate speech
using speech
mark, commas,
question marks
and exclamation
marks.
To punctuate:
With modelling I
use commas to
demarcate
clauses.

To punctuate
(explore): With
modelling I
explore broken
speech and
extended
dialogue [“Wait?”
she howled, “it’s
poisoned!?”]

To punctuate: I
punctuate speech
confidently and
clearly using
speech marks,
capitalisation and
commas,
question marks
and exclamation
marks.
To punctuate: I
use commas to
demarcate
clauses.

using
To present

To punctuate
(explore): I
experiment with
broken and
interrupted
speech and
extended
dialogue in my
independent
writing. [“Who?” she
yelled, “threw that?”]

To present (in addition to Y3
descriptors below): With support and
modelling, my consistently legible
handwriting has parallel ascenders and
descenders throughout.
To present: With support and modelling
my writing is joined appropriately, with
some evidence of fluency and personal
style.

To present (in addition to Y3
descriptors below): With modelling, my
consistently legible handwriting has
parallel ascenders and descenders
throughout and few, neat corrections.
To present: With modelling my writing
is joined appropriately, with growing
fluency and personal style.

To
present:
My
independent
handwriting is joined, regular and
consistent, with equal word and
paragraph spacings, ascenders and
descenders which are parallel and do
not touch; there are few corrections but
these are neat and do not spoil the
overall presentation.
To present: With modelling I can
explore a range of presentation styles:
bold, italics, fonts, headings, subheading and page orientations,
maintaining neatness and clarity.

using

using

To shape a sentence

To paragraph

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can shape sentences of
multiple clauses using some complex
connectives such as however, although,
otherwise, besides, despite. [The early
Christians allowed pagan symbols in their churches,
despite the Pope forbidding it.]

To paragraph: With support and
modelling I begin a new paragraph
when time, place or speaker changes.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can use a range of
connectives and adverbials to open a
subordinating sentence [Because of years of
wear and tear, Croome needs urgent restoration.]
To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 4
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can shape sentences of multiple clauses
using some complex connectives such
as however, although, otherwise,
besides, despite. [The early Christians allowed
pagan symbols in their churches, despite the Pope
forbidding it.]
To shape a sentence: With modelling I
can use a range of connectives and
adverbials to open a subordinating
sentence [So that they might live, she died.]
To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 4
To shape a sentence: I can confidently
shape sentences of multiple clauses
using some complex connectives such
as however, although, otherwise,
besides, despite. Combined with simpler
connectives. [He would succeed if he tried,
however, he was running out of strength!]
To shape a sentence: I securely begin
sentences with subordinating clauses
for effect and variety in my
independent writing. [After the nine days had
passed, Odin came down from the jagged tree.]
To shape a sentence:
Add – Alan P Year 4

To paragraph: With support and
modelling, within a single paragraph I
experiment with varying pronouns and
noun phrases to avoid repetition. [John
ran on. He climbed the hill. The plucky boy found the
secret way…]
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I refresh the noun/pronoun
in new paragraphs to ensure clarity.
[When changing paragraphs remind us of the
character’s name, thing being discussed, etc.]
To paragraph: With modelling I begin a
new paragraph when time, place or
speaker changes.
To paragraph: With modelling, within a
single paragraph I experiment with
varying pronouns and noun phrases to
avoid repetition. [John ran on. He climbed the
hill. The plucky boy found the secret way…]
To paragraph: With modelling I refresh
the noun/pronoun in new paragraphs
to ensure clarity.
[When changing paragraphs remind us of the
character’s name, thing being discussed, etc.]
To paragraph: I begin a new paragraph
when time, place or speaker changes.
To paragraph: Within each paragraph I
vary pronouns and noun phrases to
avoid repetition and ensure clarity and
flow. [Muhammad Ali is no ordinary fighter. This
multiple belt holder proved to himself that…]
To
paragraph:
I
refresh
the
noun/pronoun in new paragraphs to
ensure clarity. [When changing paragraphs
remind us of the character’s name, thing being
discussed, etc.]
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11

Aut

Year 4

Enhanced Learning

10

knowing
To spell

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 2

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

7

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can discern between
the present perfect tense (he has gone
out) and the past tense (he went out).

Aut

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I am aware of articles
and their use (a, the, etc.)

Surface Learning

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I use the correct
prepositions and experiment with a
wider
range
(between,
above,
alongside, beneath) as part of
adverbials.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I can explore variations in
pronouns to maintain interest.

Spr

Year 3

8

To use words effectively: With
modelling I can discern between the
present perfect tense (he has gone out)
and the past tense (he went out) and
write in these tenses.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I am aware of articles, their
use and place (a, the, etc.)
To use words effectively: With
modelling I use the correct prepositions
and experiment with a wider range
(between, above, alongside, beneath) as
part of adverbials.
To use words effectively: There is some
attempt in my independent writing to
vary pronouns.

9

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 2

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can explore variations
in pronouns to maintain interest. [Rashid
stepped in. He looked around. He saw something.
The plucky boy froze.]

Sum

To use words effectively: I can discern
between the present perfect tense (he
has gone out) and the past tense (he
went out) and write in both
independently in a limited way.
To use words effectively: I am aware of
articles, their use and place (a, the, etc.)
and use them mostly accurately in my
independent writing.
To use words effectively: I use a
growing range of more sophisticated
prepositions independently. [Above rather
than on; Below rather than under]

analysing
To revise

evaluating

To revise: With support and modelling I
am aware that all writing goes through
a drafting and polishing process and
exhibit this in my writing.
To revise: With support and modelling I
judge the strengths and weaknesses of
my work against success criteria and
suggest revisions.
To revise: With support and modelling I
can propose changes to grammar and
vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns
in sentences. [C: “Should it be ‘him loves it?’ I
think it’s ‘he loves it’.” T: “Ye-es, but it’s in the past
tense, so…” C: “Oh! ‘He loved it’!” T: “Good, Daphne,
now check your other past tense verbs.”

To revise: With modelling I am aware
that all writing goes through a drafting
and polishing process and exhibit this
increasingly in my writing.
To revise: With modelling I judge the
strengths and weaknesses of my work
and that of others against success
criteria and suggest revisions.
To revise: With modelling I can propose
changes to grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency, including the
accurate use of pronouns in sentences.

To revise: My writing habits are
showing embedded revision and
drafting skills, and everything I write
undergoes some kind of independent
revision, even if it needs further guided
improvements.

creating
To respond
To respond: With support and
modelling I can begin to develop a
sense of viewpoint, writing as a
character in the first person or
speculating on thoughts and motives in
the third person. [“Mr Fox’s Diary. Bad day
today. I don’t feel as brave as I did yesterday.” ]
To respond: With support and
modelling I can respond to the plot,
characters and themes of fiction by
writing simple prequels.
To respond: With support and
modelling I can borrow from the style of
authors,
using
simple
pastiche
vocabulary and themes.

To respond: With modelling I can to
develop a sense of viewpoint, writing as
a character in the first person or
speculating on thoughts and motives in
the third person. [The dragon turned to St
George. Under his anger he felt pity.]
To respond: With modelling I can
respond to the plot, characters and
themes of fiction by writing simple
prequels. [Chapter 0: How Stig Came to the
Dump]
To respond: With modelling I can
increasingly borrow from the style of
authors,
using
simple
pastiche
vocabulary and themes to approximate
simply their style.
To respond: My writing has a sense of
character
perspective,
exploring
feelings, consequences and motivation
in its adverbs and descriptions. [“No,” he
said, sadly, “never mind”. He walked slowly away.]

To revise: I judge the strengths and
weaknesses of my work and that of
others against success criteria and
suggest revisions without support.

To respond: I can independently and
originally respond to the plot,
characters and themes of fiction by
writing alternate endings and epilogues.
[James & The Giant Peach: Rhino Attack!]

To revise: I can propose changes to
grammar and vocabulary to improve
consistency, including the accurate use
of pronouns in sentences.
[“I don’t mean ‘spade’, I mean ‘pickaxe’. I’m
changing that.”]

To respond: I can independently write
in the style of fiction and non-fiction
authors,
using
simple
pastiche
vocabulary, layout and themes to
approximate their style. [e.g. a Horrible
Histories pastiche double page: “Silly Saxons!”]

creating
To plan
To plan: With support and modelling I
can identify an audience or purpose for
my writing.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can begin to plan paragraphs
thematically
using
boxes
or
storyboards.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can plan elements of fiction and nonfiction using organisational devices
(planners, storyboards, sub-headings
etc.) by gathering vocabulary, phrases,
openers, connectives etc in preparation
for writing.

To plan: With modelling I can identify
an audience or purpose for my writing
and propose how to address this.
[It’s a story for reception so it needs to be short
and not too scary]
To plan: With modelling I can begin to
plan simple paragraphs thematically
using boxes or storyboards.
To plan: With modelling I can plan
elements of fiction and non-fiction
using organisational devices (planners,
storyboards, sub-headings etc.) by
gathering vocabulary, phrases, openers,
connectives etc in preparation for
writing.

To plan: I can independently identify an
audience or purpose for my writing, and
my plan reflects this.
To plan: I can independently plan
simple paragraphs thematically using
boxes or storyboards.
To plan: I can independently plan
elements of fiction and non-fiction
using organisational devices (planners,
storyboards, sub-headings etc.) by
gathering vocabulary, phrases, openers,
connectives etc in preparation for
writing.

creating
To influence

To influence: With support and
modelling I can begin to write in a
simple persuasive style (I think, we
should, we could, it would, because)
giving simple but relevant reasons and
evidence.
To influence: With support and
modelling I can make deliberate
attempts at simple emotional responses
from the reader: humour, fear, pathos,
suspense, intrigue etc.
[The door closed and the puppy was left all alone].

To influence: With modelling I can
begin to write in a simple persuasive
style (I think, we should, we could, it
would, because) giving simple but
relevant reasons and evidence.
To influence: With modelling I can
make deliberate attempts at simple
emotional responses from the reader:
humour, pathos, suspense, intrigue etc.
[Gary opened the third box. What he saw made him
gasp!].

To influence: I can begin to write in a
simple persuasive style (I think, we
should, we could, it would, because)
giving simple but relevant reasons and
evidence, signalling an introduction and
a conclusion.
To influence: In my independent writing
I can make deliberate attempts at
simple emotional responses from the
reader: humour, pathos, suspense,
intrigue etc. [A hand touched him on the
shoulder. A cold hand. A dead hand.]
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using
To use words effectively

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

using
To use words effectively

11

Spr

12

Sum

Year 4

Enhanced Learning

10

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can vary the choice of
nouns, noun phrases and pronouns to
maintain interest and am becoming
secure in the concept of a “phrase”. [I
caught a pike. The fish was 2 feet long. The slippery
monster thrashed in my net.]
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling, across the curriculum, I
can use ambitious, effective and
relevant adjectives in a noun phrase.
[The spindly, shivering tentacle reached out]
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can use a range of
ambitious and effective adverbs, to give
my writing life and movement.
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can demonstrate that I
understand the idea of a “phrase”.
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can sort between plural
and possessive “s” [robots and robot’s]

Aut

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 2

Depth of Learning

To use words effectively: With
modelling I vary the choice of nouns,
noun phrases and pronouns to maintain
interest and am increasingly secure in
the concept of a “phrase”.
To use words effectively: With
modelling, across the curriculum, I can
use ambitious, effective and relevant
adjectives in a noun phrase.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I can use a range of ambitious
and effective adverbs, to give my
writing life and movement.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I can sort between plural and
possessive “s” [robots and robot’s]
To use words effectively: I securely vary
the choice of nouns, noun phrases and
pronouns in my independent writing to
maintain interest and am secure in the
concept of a “phrase”.
To use words effectively: I can use
ambitious, effective and relevant
adjectives
in
a
noun
phrase
independently and over a range of
styles and texts. [The Romans were a smart,
organised people.]
To
use
words
effectively:
I
independently deploy a range of
ambitious and effective adverbs, to give
my writing life and movement.
To use words effectively: I can sort
between plural and possessive “s”
[robots and robot’s] and rarely confuse the
two in independent writing.

analysing
To revise

evaluating

creating
To respond

creating
To plan

To revise: With support and modelling I
can develop a personal rubric for
revision [I need to check my spacing when I write
fast; I need to avoid unnecessary capitalisation.]
To revise: With support and modelling I
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
longer, more complex sentences and
paragraphs. [“You are not staying on the point.
This paragraph is about Liverpool’s strip, and their
goal average, and a story about Ian Rush. It needs
to be structured.]
With support and modelling I can
correct my work to ensure verb
inflection is standard English [e.g. correct
we was to we were].

To respond: With support and
modelling I can begin to use the
techniques and effects of authors I have
researched in my writing.
To respond: With support and
modelling I can use ideas from other
cultures and media (animations, comics,
short films, cinema, radio, podcasts,
plays, computer games, role-playing
games etc.) and from cross-curricular
learning as starting points or settings
for my creative writing.

To plan: With support and modelling I
can develop dialogue, character and
plot using debate, role-play and drama.
To plan: With support and modelling I
can plan my writing in greater detail,
using and developing organisational
devices to plan for vocabulary choices,
sentence types, punctuation aspirations
and speech.

To revise: With support and modelling I
proofread direct speech, making
improvements.
To revise: With support and modelling I
can further develop an evolving
personal rubric for revisions.
To revise: With modelling I discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of longer,
more
complex
sentences
and
paragraphs.
With modelling I can correct my own
and others’ work to ensure verb
inflection is standard English [e.g. correct
we was to we were].
To revise: With modelling I proofread
direct speech, making improvements.
To revise: At the end of Phase 2, I
independently,
and
across
the
curriculum, correct and improve my
work and that of others, by:

checking spellings, using a
dictionary,

revising functional punctuation
to ensure clarity (all phase 1 plus
some purposeful attempt to
improve speech punctuation),

checking the sense, tense and
grammar of longer and complex
sentences,

improving paragraphs, to ensure
their thematic integrity and
proper layout,

using success criteria and
personal targets reliably.

To respond: With modelling I can apply
the techniques and effects of authors I
have researched in my own creative
writing. [“I’ve tried to ask the reader a question,
like you showed up Michael Morpurgo does.”]
To respond: With modelling I can use
ideas from other cultures and media
(animations, comics, short films,
cinema,
radio,
podcasts,
plays,
computer games, role-playing games
etc.) and from cross-curricular learning
as starting points or settings for my
creative
writing
including
an
appropriate level of technical and
subject specific vocabulary.

To respond: I can use some techniques
and effects inspired by authors I have
researched in my independent creative
writing. .[In my Dr Who pamphlet, I’m using
Amazing Alliteration, alliteration like Terry Deary,
but I’m having a zoom box like the “close up” box in
the Dorling Kindersley book].
To respond: I can independently use
ideas from other cultures and media
and from cross-curricular learning as
starting points or settings for my
creative
writing
including
an
appropriate level of technical and
subject specific vocabulary.

To plan: With modelling I can develop
dialogue, character and plot using
debate, role-play and drama, changing
my plan/draft accordingly.
[“When we acted it out I thought, the mum wouldn’t
say that, she’s kind, so I’ve changed it.”]
To plan: With modelling I can plan my
writing in greater detail, using and
developing organisational devices to
plan for vocabulary choices, sentence
types, punctuation aspirations and
speech.

To plan: I independently and
collaboratively workshop dialogue,
character and plot using debate, roleplay and drama, changing my plan/draft
accordingly.
[“The end came after we acted out the crisis in
role. It was obvious then what the characters would
do. That ‘never, never’ that the headmaster shouts,
that was Taylor, losing it with the cane.”]
To plan: I independently plan my
writing in detail, developing and
innovating organisational devices to
plan for aspirational vocabulary choices,
sentence types, punctuation and
speech.

creating
To influence

To influence: With support and
modelling I can write in a persuasive or
authoritative style (I think, we should,
we could, it would, it will, we shall,
because, surely, usually, as a result, etc.)
giving relevant reasons and evidence,
and attempting organisations of themes
into paragraph.
To influence: With support and
modelling I make deliberate and
structured
attempts
at
simple
emotional responses from the reader:
humour, pathos, suspense, intrigue etc.
[Mysteries deepen, suspense is built, humour is
becoming consistent, pathos is build towards and
resolved etc..]

To influence: With modelling I can write
in a persuasive or authoritative style (I
think, we should, we could, it would, it
will, we shall, because, surely, usually,
as a result, etc.) giving relevant reasons
and
evidence,
and
attempting
organisations
of
themes
into
paragraphs
To influence: With modelling I make
deliberate and structured attempts at
simple emotional responses from the
reader: humour, pathos, suspense,
intrigue etc. [Mysteries deepen, suspense is
built, humour is becoming consistent, pathos is
build towards and resolved etc..]

To influence: I independently write in a
persuasive or authoritative style (I think,
we should, we could, it would, it will, we
shall, because, surely, usually, as a
result, etc.) giving relevant reasons and
evidence, and organising themes into
paragraphs.
To influence: I independently make
deliberate and structured attempts at
simple emotional responses from the
reader: humour, pathos, suspense,
intrigue etc. [i.e. in a piece of suspense writing
the suspense it built towards, signalled throughout
and resolved.].

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With support and modelling I can

add y5 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell some words with silent
letters (knight, psalm, solemn,
gnaw),

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones (see Y5
list)
e.g.
licence/license
practice/practise,

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings,

use the first three or four letters
of a spoken or mental word to
check a spelling.

14

15

Spr

Sum

Year 5

Surface Learning

Aut

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 3

13

using

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With and modelling I can

add y5 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell some words with silent
letters

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones,

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings,

use the first three or four letters
of a spoken or mental word to
check a spelling.

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
I can confidently

add y5 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell some words with silent
letters

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones,

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings,
use the first three or four letters of a
spoken or mental word to check a
spelling.

using
To punctuate
To punctuate
(use):
With support and
modelling I can
use brackets ( )
for de-emphasis
in complex
sentences.
To punctuate
(use):
With support and
modelling I can
use a colon : for
lists and
exemplars.
To punctuate:
With support and
modelling I can
punctuate
complex or
broken speech.
To punctuate
(use):
With modelling I
can use brackets (
) for de-emphasis
in complex
sentences.
To punctuate
(use):
With modelling I
can use a colon :
for lists,
exemplars and
dependent
clauses.
To punctuate:
With modelling I
can punctuate
complex or
broken speech.
To punctuate
(use):
With I can use
brackets ( ) for
de-emphasis in
complex
sentences.
To punctuate
(use):
I can use a colon :
for lists,
exemplars and
dependent
clauses. To
punctuate: I
punctuate speech
accurately.

using
To present

To punctuate
(explore):
With support and
modelling I can
explore deemphasising
clauses with
brackets,
hyphens and
commas.
To punctuate
(explore):
With support and
modelling I can
explore the
semicolon ; ,
attempting
balances
sentences of two
clauses.
To punctuate
(explore):
With modelling I
can explore deemphasising
clauses with
brackets,
hyphens and
commas.
To punctuate
(explore):
With modelling I
can explore the
semicolon ; ,
attempting
balanced
sentences of two
clauses.

To punctuate
(explore): I can
explore deemphasising
clauses with
brackets,
hyphens and
commas.
To punctuate
(explore): I can
attempt
sentences of two
clauses,
conjoined by ;

To present: With support and modelling
I can match good presentation with
speed, writing longer pieces which
remain neat.
To present: With support and modelling
I can choose the writing implement
suited to the task, attempting with
some success to maintain a reasonable
standard of presentation with pencil,
pen, crayon, marker, paintbrush etc. in
a cross–curricular context.

To present: With support and modelling
I can choose which shape of letter to
use when given choices and decide
when and when not to join certain
letters for personal style and fluency.
To present: With support and modelling
I can vary my presentation to suit the
task, printing for labels, writing fluently
for prose, capitalising titles neatly and
taking organised legible notes at speed.

To present: With modelling I can
increasingly match good presentation
with speed, writing longer pieces
rapidly which remain neat.
To present: With modelling I can
choose the writing implement suited to
the task, maintaining a high quality of
presentation with pencil, pen, crayon,
marker, paintbrush etc. in a cross –
curricular context.
To present: I independently use a range
of presentation styles: bold, italics,
fonts, headings, sub-heading and page
orientations, maintaining neatness and
clarity.

using
To shape a sentence
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can use relative clauses such
as who, which, where, when, whose,
that, or an omitted relative pronoun.
[The king killed the man who had betrayed him.]
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can indicate degrees of
possibility using adverbs such as
perhaps, surely, possibly
[If school uniform is so important, surely we should
have it for teachers too?]
To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can write simple, compound
and complex sentences, using a wide
range of adverbials, subordinators and
connectives such as furthermore,
moreover, nevertheless, conversely,
consequently, on the other hand,
notwithstanding, in addition, naturally…

using
To paragraph
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I use devices and time
connectives to build cohesion within a
paragraph, such as then, after that, this,
for example.
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I link ideas across paragraphs
using adverbials of time (earlier, later,)
place (nearby, beyond the trees,) and
number (Initially, in the first place,
firstly, a second point, finally).
To paragraph: With support and
modelling I link sentences through a
paragraph, developing ideas. [Subsequent
sentences refer back to previous ones]

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can use relative clauses such
as who, which, where, when, whose,
that, or an omitted relative pronoun.
[Bring me the sword that slew the beast.]

To paragraph: With modelling I use
devices and time connectives to build
cohesion within a paragraph, such as
then, after that, this, for example.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can indicate degrees of
possibility using adverbs such as
perhaps, surely, possibly or modal verbs
might, may, should, will, must [School
uniform may be past its sell-by date. Possibly the
time has come to wear our own clothes.]

To paragraph: With modelling I link
ideas
across
paragraphs
using
adverbials of time (earlier, later,) place
(nearby, beyond the trees,) and number
(Initially, in the first place, firstly, a
second point, finally), exploring tense
choices (he’d seen her before.)

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can write simple, compound
and complex sentences, using a wide
range of adverbials, subordinators and
connectives (see above)

To paragraph: With modelling I link
sentences through a paragraph
developing ideas. [Subsequent sentences
refer back to previous ones]

To shape a sentence: I can use relative
clauses such as who, which, where,
when, whose, that, or an omitted
relative pronoun.
[Is this the season when Stanley Road will win the
cricket cup?]

To paragraph: With modelling I use
devices and time connectives to build
cohesion within a paragraph, such as
then, after that, this, for example.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can indicate degrees of
possibility using adverbs such as
perhaps, surely, possibly or modal verbs
might, may, should, will, must

To paragraph: With modelling I link
ideas
across
paragraphs
using
adverbials of time (earlier, later,) place
(nearby, beyond the trees,) and number
(Initially, in the first place, firstly, a
second point, finally), exploring tense
choices (he’d seen her before.)

To shape a sentence: I can confidently
and independently write simple,
compound and complex sentences,
using a wide range of adverbials,
subordinators and connectives.

To paragraph: My paragraphs are built
from sentences which proceed logically,
developing an argument or narrative.
[Subsequent sentences refer back to previous ones
and there is a logical development.]
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knowing
To spell

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

Spr

18

Sum

Year 6

Enhanced Learning

17

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With support and modelling I can

add Y6 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell a wide range of longer
words with silent letters (knitted,
pneumatic, gnashing, calmer),

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones (see Y6
list) e.g. father, farther, further

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some necessary words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings frequently,

use the first four letters of a
spoken or mental word to check
a spelling.

Aut

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 3

16

using

using
To punctuate
To punctuate: With support and
modelling I use bullet points clearly and
consistently across writing types.
To punctuate: With support and
modelling my more sophisticated
writing uses punctuation (hyphen,
comma) to avoid ambiguity and
promote clarity.
To punctuate: With support and
modelling I parenthesise clauses using a
variety of methods (brackets, hyphens
or commas).
To punctuate: With support and
modelling I mark boundaries between
independent clauses (; , : - )

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
With modelling I can

add Y6 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell a wide range of longer
words with silent letters.

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones (see Y6
list) e.g. father, farther, further

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some necessary words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings frequently,

use the first four letters of a
spoken or mental word to check
a spelling.

To punctuate: With modelling I use
bullet points clearly and consistently
across writing types.
To punctuate: With modelling my more
sophisticated writing uses punctuation
(hyphen, comma) to avoid ambiguity
and promote clarity.
To punctuate: With modelling I
parenthesise clauses using a variety of
methods (brackets, hyphens or
commas).
To punctuate: With modelling I mark
boundaries between independent
clauses (; , : - )

To spell: (refer for detail to appendix 1
if the 2014 curriculum, below)
I can confidently

add Y6 list suffixes and prefixes,

spell a wide range of longer
words with silent letters.

distinguish between a wider
range of homophones (see Y6
list) e.g. father, farther, further

use knowledge of etymology and
morphology in spelling, learning
some necessary words by heart,

use a dictionary and a thesaurus
to check spellings frequently,

use the first four letters of a
spoken or mental word to check
a spelling.

To punctuate: My writing in fiction,
non-fiction, drama and poetry shows a
mature, sensitive and unobtrusive use
of punctuation, resulting in
sophisticated compositions which flow
and whose meaning and impact is
augmented and clarified by a wide
range of clear and thoughtful
demarcations.

using
To present

To present: With modelling I can
choose which shape of letter to use
when given choices and decide when
and when not to join certain letters for
personal style and fluency.

To present: With modelling I can vary
my presentation to suit the task,
printing for labels, writing fluently for
prose, capitalising titles neatly and
taking organised legible notes at speed.

To present: I am able to match good
presentation with speed, rapidly writing
longer structured pieces which remain
joined, consistent and neat.
To present: I choose the writing
implement suited to the task, and
maintain a high quality of presentation
with pencil, pen, crayon, marker,
paintbrush etc. in a cross–curricular
context.

To present: In all my writing, and
independently, I take pride in writing
consistently legible, well-spaced, wellpresented work showing a range of
organisational tools; my presentation
allows my work to flow and becomes a
part of its appeal to the reader.

using

using

To shape a sentence

To paragraph

To shape a sentence: With support an
modelling I can shape sentences as
active or passive, to convey information
subtly, e.g. a diary versus a letter: [I broke
the window / The window got broken]

To paragraph: With support and
modelling, my paragraphs reference
each other, each proceeding logically
from the last, with some reference back
to statements, ideas and concepts from
earlier in the composition.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I can differentiate between
informal and formal address, in some
cases using the subjunctive for formality
[Were I to suggest a two o’ clock school bell, I
should probably be excluded.]

To paragraph: With support and
modelling my paragraphs have clear
purpose and integrity including welldefined introductions and conclusions
but also structures such as summaries,
paragraphs, contrasting theses, etc.

To shape a sentence: With support and
modelling I deploy complex adverbial
phrases to secure sophisticated and
nuanced prose. [On the other hand, if he
pressed the button, who knew what would happen?]

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
shape sentences as active or passive, to
convey information and subtext subtly,
e.g. a diary versus a letter: [I broke the
window / The window got broken]

To paragraph: With support and
modelling and across a range of writing
I using wide range of organisational
devices including insets, bullet-points,
chapters, headings and sub-headings
and the structures particular to genre.
To paragraph: With modelling, my
paragraphs reference each other, each
proceeding logically from the last, with
some reference back to statements,
ideas and concepts from earlier in the
composition.

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
differentiate between informal and
formal address, in some cases using the
subjunctive for formality
[Were I to suggest a two o’ clock school bell, I
should probably be excluded.]

To paragraph: With modelling my
paragraphs have clear purpose and
integrity
including
well-defined
introductions and conclusions but also
structures
such
as
summaries,
paragraphs, contrasting theses, etc.

To shape a sentence: With modelling I
deploy complex adverbial phrases to
secure sophisticated and nuanced
prose. [On the other hand, if he pressed the
button, who knew what would happen?]

To paragraph: With modelling and
across a range of writing I using wide
range
of organisational
devices
including insets, bullet-points, chapters,
headings and sub-headings and the
structures particular to genre.

To shape a sentence: I independently
and confidently construct mature,
sophisticated sentences as part of a
patterned text, using a very wide range
of sentence types and specific clauses
(subordination, embedding, adverbials,
etc.) to convey information clearly,
ensure that text flows and deliberately
influence the reader.

To paragraph: I independently structure
my compositions carefully and clearly,
with thematically discrete paragraphs
which are linked throughout my work,
and by using a wide range of
grammatical,
syntactical
and
organisational devices to produce
writing which flows, developing
sophisticated and fluent arguments and
narratives.
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knowing
To spell

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

13

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can modify verbs using
verb prefixes (e.g. dis–, de–, mis–, over–
and re–) [visit = revisit; mist = demist]

Aut

Surface Learning

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I am building a lexicon of
technical
and
subject
specific
vocabulary which I deploy in my
supported writing.
[At this temperature, nitrogen is in a liquid state
but at room temperature becomes a harmless gas.]

15

Year 5

14

To use words effectively: With
modelling I can convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs using suffixes (e.g.
–ate; –ise; –ify) [false = to falsify] and use
them in my modelled writing.

Spr

Enhanced Learning

WRITING PHASE 3

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs using suffixes (e.g.
–ate; –ise; –ify) [false = to falsify]

To use words effectively: With
modelling I can modify verbs using verb
prefixes (e.g. dis–, de–, mis–, over– and
re–) [visit = revisit; mist = demist] and use
them in my modelled writing.
To use words effectively: With
modelling I am building a lexicon of
technical
and
subject
specific
vocabulary which I deploy in my
modelled writing.
[After the biscuit fire , the pot can be glazed. When
the glaze is dry, it may be second-fired in a kiln.]
To use words effectively: I confidently
convert nouns or adjectives into verbs
using suffixes (e.g. –ate; –ise; –ify) [false
= to falsify] and use them in my
independent writing.

Sum

To use words effectively: With
modelling I can modify verbs using verb
prefixes (e.g. dis–, de–, mis–, over– and
re–) [visit = revisit; mist = demist] and use
them in my independent writing.
To use words effectively: My learning,
research and interests have given me a
maturing lexicon of technical and
subject-specific vocabulary which I
deploy in my independent writing to
make it unique. [You begin ice-hockey with a
bully-off. This is the same as a kick-off in football,
but with sticks and a small, flat ball called a “puck”.]

analysing
To revise

evaluating

To revise: With support and modelling I
can suggest improvements to my work,
seeking more ambitious and mature
word choices, sentence types etc.
[T: “Hmm. ‘Found’ and ‘hid’? Can you do better?” C:
“’Located’ and ‘stashed’?” T: “’Located’ is good. Try
the thesaurus for ‘hid’.”]
To revise: With support and modelling I
can evaluate the effectiveness of my
writing, discussing if it does the job it is
supposed to do, giving evidence.

creating
To respond

To respond: With support and
modelling I can use the conventions of
recognised, more sophisticated genres,
traditions and established characters to
inform longer compositions.[“e.g. a lost
Sherlock Holmes story, a tale from harry potter’s
Childhood, a detailed Dalek dossier of Doctor Who”]

To revise: With modelling I can suggest
improvements to my work, seeking
more ambitious and mature word
choices, sentence types, etc.
To respond: With modelling I can use
the conventions of recognised, more
sophisticated
genres,
traditions
established characters and crosscurricular learning to inform longer
compositions. [“e.g. a ghost story about a
historical character, a poem in historical language
or regional dialect, a haiku about japan.]

To revise: I can evaluate the
effectiveness of a piece of writing,
stating to what degree it does the job it
is supposed to giving evidence. [“It’s
supposed to be a ghost story mate, but there’s no
suspense. How about ellipsis after the ‘floor
creaked’?’”]
To revise: I independently improve the
consistency of my work, standardising
voice (1st, 2nd 3rd person) and tense (ran,
runs, running).

To plan: With support and modelling
my planning has a clear audience or
reader in mind and the writing has a
clear purpose from the outset.

To plan: With modelling my planning
allows for change over time – change in
characters, setting and viewpoint.
[“I made him change his mind, like you said. At the
end he’s friendly to his kids, not grumpy anymore.”]
To plan: With modelling my planning
has a clear audience or reader in mind
and the writing has a clear purpose
from the outset, supporting the way I
organise my ideas.
To plan: With modelling I base my
organisational format and my planning
on existing good quality texts and at
least age appropriate peer models.

To revise: With modelling I can improve
the consistency of my work,
standardising voice (1st, 2nd 3rd person)
and tense (ran, runs, running).

To revise: I raise the quality and level of
my writing independently by seeking
more ambitious and mature word
choices, sentence types, etc. in
collaboration or using a thesaurus
during the drafting process

To plan: With support and modelling
my planning allows for change over
time –in characters and setting.
[“By the end of the house will be wrecked so you’ll
have to plan to describe it. Gather some good
adverbials in that last box.”]

To plan: With support and modelling I
base my organisational formats and my
planning on existing good quality texts
and at least age-appropriate peer
models.

To revise: With support and modelling I
can improve the consistency of my
work, standardising voice (1st, 2nd 3rd
person) and tense (ran, runs, running).

To revise: With modelling I can evaluate
the effectiveness of my writing, and that
of others, discussing if it does the job it
is supposed to do, giving evidence. [It’s
supposed to be a persuasive argument, isn’t it, but
it just talks about the rainforest, it doesn’t give any
evidence or persuade you, really]

creating
To plan

To respond: In some independent
writing I can use the conventions of
recognised, more sophisticated genres,
traditions established characters and
cross-curricular learning to inform
longer compositions. [“e.g. a ghost story
about a historical character, a poem in historical
language or regional dialect, a haiku about japan.]

To plan: My planning allows for change
over time – change in characters, in
viewpoint, in perspective and setting.
[“Character: starting boastful, then he’s
embarrassed, then at the end he’s humble.”]
To plan: My planning and organisational
devices have a clear audience or reader
in mind and the writing has a clear
purpose from the outset, reflected in
the way I organise my ideas.
To plan: I base my organisational
format and my planning on existing
good texts and at least age-appropriate
peer models.

creating
To influence
To influence: With support and
modelling I can make decisions about
tone, vocabulary and content to
influence the reader, within the
confines of a genre or text type, and can
answer questions about my reasons and
intentions.
[“Why does your ghost story get funny at the end?”
“It’s a comedy ghost story”.
“Do you think it needs a funnier title?”
“Like Scary Mary?”
“Perfect – that will help the reader know what they
are getting.”]
To influence: With support and
modelling my writing attempts a
consistent emotional or emotive
content.

To influence: With modelling I can
make decisions about tone, vocabulary
and content to influence the reader,
within the confines of a genre or text
type, giving my reasons and intentions
[With drafting my horror story is suspenseful and
scary and does not descend into farce or “a
dream”]
To influence: With modelling my writing
attempts a consistent emotional or
emotive content.

To influence: I can make decisions
about tone, vocabulary and content to
influence the reader, within the
confines of a genre or text type, and can
talk independently about the effect I
intend it to have.
[“It’s a sad story but this bit is supposed to be
funny to cheer up the reader.”]
To influence: My independent writing
attempts a consistent emotional or
emotive content, be that formal,
informal, persuasive or moving.
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using
To use words effectively

Depth of Learning

Breadth of Learning
Stage of Teaching

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I explore how words are
related by meaning as synonyms and
antonyms (e.g. big, large, gigantic, little,
miniscule).

Spr

18

Year 6

Enhanced Learning

17

Aut

To use words effectively: With
modelling I can differentiate between
formal and informal synonyms,
depending on the audience (e.g. find
out – discover; ask for – request; go in –
enter) and apply it consistently n
differing forms of writing.
To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I explore how words are
related by meaning as synonyms and
antonyms (e.g. big, large, gigantic, little,
miniscule).

Deep Learning

WRITING PHASE 3

16

To use words effectively: With support
and modelling I can differentiate
between
formal
and
informal
synonyms, depending on the audience
(e.g. find out – discover; ask for –
request; go in – enter)

Sum

To use words effectively: In my
independent compositions my word
choices make sense over extended
writing in various pieces, in terms of
consistent tense, grammar and syntax; I
choose
effective
and
engaging
combinations of nouns, adjectives,
verbs, pronouns and prepositions,
including specific and appropriate
vocabulary, to make my writing
colourful, effective and unique.

analysing
To revise

evaluating

To revise: With support and modelling
ensure correct subject and verb
agreement when using singular and
plural. [The gran fights. The grannies
fight.]
To revise: With support and modelling I
can polish writing until it reaches a
consistent register, whether that is
formal or informal.
[“We used the thesaurus and I think
‘could I have more time’ could be ‘may I
request an extension’.”]
To revise: With support and modelling I
can change and develop the formatting
of my work, moving sentences and
paragraphs around to improve clarity
and flow.
To revise: With modelling I ensure
correct subject and verb agreement
when using singular and plural. [The
gran fights. The grannies fight.]
To revise: With modelling I can polish
writing until it reaches a consistent
register, whether that is formal or
informal.
To revise: With modelling I can change
and develop the formatting of my work,
moving sentences and paragraphs
around to improve clarity and flow and
introducing organisational devices as
part of the drafting process. [“I think
these statistics could be bullet points”]

To revise: All of my writing goes
through several independent drafts
where it is improved, refined and
polished until all nouns and verbs
agree, punctuation is accurate, word
choices are apt, ambitious and mature,
the register is even and there is a
consistent use of viewpoint, voice and
tense.

creating
To respond
To respond: With support and
modelling I can use the conventions of
recognised, more sophisticated genres,
traditions and established characters to
parody, update and alter stories and
narratives.
To respond: With support and
modelling I can move between modes
of writing (narrative fiction, poetry,
drama, non-fiction and the text types
implicit within these), converting drama
to narrative, fiction to non-fiction,
fiction to poetry etc.

To respond: With modelling I can use
the conventions of recognised, more
sophisticated genres, traditions and
established characters to parody,
update and alter stories and narratives.
To respond: With modelling I can move
between modes of writing (narrative
fiction, poetry, drama, non-fiction and
the text types implicit within these),
converting drama to narrative, fiction to
non-fiction, fiction to poetry etc.

To respond: I move easily between
modes of writing (narrative fiction,
poetry, drama, non-fiction and the text
types implicit within these), converting
drama to narrative, fiction to nonfiction, fiction to poetry etc.
To respond: My independent writing in
poetry, drama, fiction and non-fiction
draws on a range of cultural and artistic
traditions,
enabling
me
to
independently write parodies, updates
versions, sequels, prequels and
alternative readings, reliably based in
genre or type conventions but with my
own creative ideas evident.

creating
To plan

To plan: With support and modelling
my planning shows awareness of my
intentions (aspirations for punctuation,
vocab etc.), audience (elements are
aimed at a specific reader or purpose)
and genre/text type.

To plan: With modelling my planning
clearly shows organised awareness of
my
intentions
(aspirations
for
punctuation, vocab etc.), audience
(elements are aimed at a specific reader
or purpose) and genre/text type.

creating
To influence

To influence: With support and
modelling I can imply subtext,
emotional states and motives through
descriptions.
[He slunk away, his tail between his
legs.]
To influence: With support and
modelling my writing maintains a
consistent emotional or emotive
content.

To influence: With support and
modelling I can imply subtext,
emotional states and motive through
descriptions, speech and adverbial
phrases.
[‘Why don’t you want to go back to the
beach?’ she asked.
‘I can’t tell you.’ he said, evasively.
‘Tell me’, she cajoled.
‘Just change the subject’, he
whimpered.]
To influence: With modelling my writing
maintains a consistent emotional or
emotive content.

To plan: I plan sophisticated and
ambitious compositions independently,
drawing on research, quality texts, my
learning
environment
and
collaborations; my plans show genre,
text type and audience awareness
clearly.

To influence: I can confidently imply
subtext, emotional states and motive
through descriptions, speech and
adverbial phrases, showing my reader
as well as telling them.
[‘Where’s that ten pound note?’ asked Mum.
Dan blushed to the roots of his hair.]
To influence: My independent writing is
written as literature, to move,
persuade, engage and excite the reader
and the majority of the text dresses this
purpose with economy and clarity with
very few lapses in tone or purpose.
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using
To use words effectively

Depth of Learning

Glossary
active voice

An active verb has its usual pattern of subject and object (in
contrast with the passive).

Active: The school arranged a visit.
Passive: A visit was arranged by the school.

adjective

The surest way to identify adjectives is by the ways they can be
used:
• before a noun, to make the noun’s meaning more specific (i.e. to
modify the noun), or
• after the verb be, as its complement.
Adjectives cannot be modified by other adjectives. This
distinguishes them from nouns, which can be.
Adjectives are sometimes called “describing words” because they
pick out single characteristics such as size or colour. This is often
true, but it doesn’t help to distinguish adjectives from other word
classes, because verbs, nouns and adverbs can do the same thing.

The pupils did some really good work. [adjective used before a noun,
to modify it]
Their work was good. [adjective used after the verb be, as its
complement]
Not adjectives:
The lamp glowed. [verb]
It was such a bright red! [noun]
He spoke loudly. [adverb]
It was a French grammar book. [noun]

adverb

The surest way to identify adverbs is by the ways they can be used:
they can modify a verb, an adjective, another adverb or even a
whole clause.
Adverbs are sometimes said to describe manner or time. This is
often true, but it doesn’t help to distinguish adverbs from other word
classes that can be used as adverbials, such as preposition
phrases, noun phrases and subordinate clauses.

Usha soon started snoring loudly. [adverbs modifying the verbs
started and snoring]
That match was really exciting! [adverb modifying the adjective
exciting]
We don’t get to play games very often. [adverb modifying the other
adverb, often]
Fortunately, it didn't rain. [adverb modifying the whole clause 'it didn't
rain' by commenting on it]
Not adverbs:
Usha went up the stairs. [preposition phrase used as adverbial]
She finished her work this evening. [noun phrase used as adverbial]
She finished when the teacher got cross. [subordinate clause used
as adverbial]

adverbial

An adverbial is a word or phrase that is used, like an adverb, to
modify a verb or clause. Of course, adverbs can be used as
adverbials, but many other types of words and phrases can be used
this way, including preposition phrases and subordinate clauses.

antonym

Two words are antonyms if their meanings are opposites.

The bus leaves in five minutes. [preposition phrase as adverbial:
modifies leaves]
She promised to see him last night. [noun phrase modifying either
promised or see, according to the intended meaning]
She worked until she had finished. [subordinate clause as adverbial]
hot - cold
light - dark
light - heavy

apostrophe

Apostrophes have two completely different uses:
• showing the place of missing letters (e.g. I’m for I am)
• marking possessives (e.g. Hannah’s mother).

I’m going out and I won’t be long. [showing missing letters]
Hannah’s mother went to town in Justin’s car. [marking possessives]

article

The articles the (definite) and a or an (indefinite) are the most
common type of determiner.
The auxiliary verbs are be, have and do and the modal verbs. They
can be used to make questions and negative statements. In
addition:
• be is used in the progressive and passive
• have is used in the perfect
• do is used to form questions and negative statements if no other
auxiliary verb is present
A clause is a special type of phrase whose head is a verb. Clauses
can sometimes be complete sentences. Clauses may be main or
subordinate.
Traditionally, a clause had to have a finite verb, but most modern
grammarians also recognise non-finite clauses.
A text has cohesion if it is clear how the meanings of its parts fit
together. Cohesive devices can help to do this.
In the example, there are repeated references to the same thing
(shown by the different colours and underlines), and the logical
relations, such as time and cause, between different parts are clear.
Cohesive devices are words used to show how the different parts of
a text fit together. In other words, they create cohesion.
Some examples of cohesive devices are:
• determiners and pronouns, which can refer back to earlier words
• conjunctions and adverbs, which can make relations between
words clear
• ellipsis of expected words.

The dog found a bone in an old box.

auxiliary verb

clause

cohesion

cohesive
device

complement

A verb’s subject complement adds more information about its
subject, and its object complement does the same for its object.
Unlike the verb’s object, its complement may be an adjective. The
verb be normally has a complement.

compound,
compounding

A compound word contains at least two root words in its
morphology; e.g. whiteboard, superman. Compounding is very
important in English.

They are winning the match. [be used in the progressive]
Have you finished your picture? [have used to make a question, and
the perfect]
No, I don’t know him. [do used to make a negative; no other auxiliary
is present]
Will you come with me or not? [modal verb will used to make a
question about the other person’s willingness]
It was raining. [single-clause sentence]
It was raining but we were indoors. [two finite clauses]
If you are coming to the party, please let us know. [finite subordinate
clause inside a finite main clause]
Usha went upstairs to play on her computer. [non-finite clause]
A visit has been arranged for year 6, to the Mountain Peaks Field
Study Centre, leaving school at 9.30am. This is an overnight visit.
The centre has beautiful grounds and a nature trail. During the
afternoon, the children will follow the trail.
Julia’s dad bought her a football. The football was expensive!
[determiner; refers us back to a particular football]
Joe was given a bike for Christmas. He liked it very much. [the
pronouns refer back to Joe and the bike]
We’ll be going shopping conjunction; makes a relationship of time
clear] before we go to the park. [
I'm afraid we're going to have to wait for the next train. adverb; refers
back to the time of waiting] Meanwhile, we could have a cup of tea. [
Where are you going? [ ] To school! [ellipsis of the expected words
I’m going; links the answer back to the question]
She is our teacher. [adds more information about the subject, she]
They seem very competent. [adds more information about the
subject, they]
Learning makes me happy. [adds more information about the object,
me]
blackbird, blow-dry, bookshop, ice-cream, English teacher, inkjet,
one-eyed, bone-dry, baby-sit, daydream, outgrow

conjunction

A conjunction links two words or phrases together.
There are two main types of conjunctions:
• co-ordinating conjunctions (e.g. and) link two words or phrases
together as an equal pair
• subordinating conjunctions (e.g. when) introduce a subordinate
clause.

consonant

A sound which is produced when the speaker closes off or obstructs
the flow of air through the vocal tract, usually using lips, tongue or
teeth.
Most of the letters of the alphabet represent consonants. Only the
letters a, e, i, o, u and y can represent vowel sounds.

continuous
co-ordinate,
co-ordination

See progressive
Words or phrases are co-ordinated if they are linked as an equal pair
by a co-ordinating conjunction (i.e. and, but, or).
In the examples on the right, the co-ordinated elements are shown in
the same colour, and the conjunction is underlined.
The difference between co-ordination and subordination is that, in
subordination, the two linked elements are not equal.

determiner

A determiner specifies a noun as known or unknown, and it goes
before any modifiers (e.g. adjectives or other nouns).
Some examples of determiners are:
• articles (the, a or an)
• demonstratives (e.g. this, those)
• possessives (e.g. my, your)
• quantifiers (e.g. some, every).
A type of grapheme where two letters represent one phoneme.
Sometimes, these two letters are not next to one another; this is
called a split digraph.
Ellipsis is the omission of a word or phrase which is expected and
predictable.
A word’s etymology is its history: its origins in earlier forms of English
or other languages, and how its form and meaning have changed.
Many words in English have come from Greek, Latin or French.

digraph

ellipsis
etymology

James bought a bat and ball. [links the words bat and ball as an
equal pair]
Kylie is young but she can kick the ball hard. [links two clauses as an
equal pair]
Everyone watches when Kyle does back-flips. [introduces a
subordinate clause]
Joe can’t practise kicking because he’s injured. [introduces a
subordinate clause]
/p/ [flow of air stopped by the lips, then released]
/t/ [flow of air stopped by the tongue touching the roof of the mouth,
then released]
/f/ [flow of air obstructed by the bottom lip touching the top teeth]
/s/ [flow of air obstructed by the tip of the tongue touching the gum
line]
Susan and Amra met in a café. [links the words Susan and Amra as
an equal pair]
They talked and drank tea for an hour. [links two clauses as an
equal pair]
Susan got a bus but Amra walked. [links two clauses as an equal
pair]
Not co-ordination: They ate before they met. [before introduces a
subordinate clause]
the home team [article, specifies the team as known]
a good team [article, specifies the team as unknown]
that pupil [demonstrative, known]
Julia’s parents [possessive, known]
some big boys [quantifier, unknown]
Contrast: home the team big some boys [both incorrect, because the
determiner should come before other modifiers]
The digraph ea in each is pronounced /i:/.
The digraph sh in shed is pronounced /ʃ/.
The split digraph i–e in line is pronounced /aɪ/.
Frankie waved to Ivana and she watched h
The word school was borrowed from a Greek word ó÷ïëÞ (skholé)
meaning ‘leisure’.
The word verb comes from Latin verbum, meaning ‘word’.
The word mutton comes from French mouton, meaning ‘sheep’.

finite verb

Every sentence typically has at least one verb which is either past or
present tense. Such verbs are called 'finite'. The imperative verb in a
command is also finite.
Verbs that are not finite, such as participles or infinitives, cannot
stand on their own: they are linked to another verb in the sentence.

fronting,
fronted

A word or phrase that normally comes after the verb may be moved
before the verb: when this happens, we say it has been ‘fronted’. For
example, a fronted adverbial is an adverbial which has been moved
before the verb.
When writing fronted phrases, we often follow them with a comma.
Reference to future time can be marked in a number of different
ways in English. All these ways involve the use of a present-tense
verb.
See also tense.
Unlike many other languages (such as French, Spanish or Italian),
English has no distinct ‘future tense’ form of the verb comparable
with its present and past tenses.
See grapheme-phoneme correspondences.
A letter, or combination of letters, that corresponds to a single
phoneme within a word.

future

GPC
grapheme

graphemephoneme
correspondenc
es
head
homonym
homophone
infinitive

The links between letters, or combinations of letters, (graphemes)
and the speech sounds (phonemes) that they represent.
In the English writing system, graphemes may correspond to different
phonemes in different words.
See phrase
Two different words are homonyms if they both look exactly the same
when written, and sound exactly the same when pronounced.
Two different words are homophones if they sound exactly the same
when pronounced.
A verb’s infinitive is the basic form used as the head-word in a
dictionary (e.g. walk, be).
Infinitives are often used:
• after to
• after modal verbs.

Lizzie present tense] does the dishes every day. [
Even Hana past tense] did the dishes yesterday. [
Do the dishes, Naser! [imperative]
Not finite verbs:
I have done them. [combined with the finite verb have]
I will do them. [combined with the finite verb will]
I want to do them! [combined with the finite verb want]
Before we begin, make sure you’ve got a pencil.
[Without fronting: Make sure you’ve got a pencil before we begin.]
The day after tomorrow, I’m visiting my granddad.
[Without fronting: I’m visiting my granddad the day after tomorrow.]
He will leave tomorrow. [present-tense will followed by infinitive
leave]
He may leave tomorrow. [present-tense may followed by infinitive
leave]
He leaves tomorrow. [present-tense leaves]
He is going to leave tomorrow. [present tense is followed by going to
plus the infinitive leave]
The grapheme t in the words ten, bet and ate corresponds to the
phoneme /t/.
The grapheme ph in the word dolphin corresponds to the phoneme
/f/.
The grapheme s corresponds to the phoneme /s/ in the word see,
but…
…it corresponds to the phoneme /z/ in the word easy.
Has he left yet? Yes – he went through the door on the left.
The noise a dog makes is called a bark. Trees have bark.
hear, here
some, sum
I want to walk.
I will be quiet.

inflection

intransitive
verb
main clause

When we add -ed to walk, or change mouse to mice, this change of
morphology produces an inflection ('bending') of the basic word which
has special grammar (e.g. past tense pluralword family. Inflection is
sometimes thought of as merely a change of ending, but, in fact,
some words change completely when inflected. or ). In contrast,
adding -er to walk produces a completely different word, walker,
which is part of the same
A verb which does not need an object in a sentence to complete its
meaning. See ‘transitive verb’.
A sentence contains at least one clause which is not a subordinate
clause; such a clause is a main clause. A main clause may contain
any number of subordinate clauses.

modal verb

Modal verbs are used to change the meaning of other verbs. They
can express meanings such as certainty, ability, or obligation. The
main modal verbs are will, would, can, could, may, might, shall,
should, must and ought.
A modal verb only has finite forms and has no suffixes (e.g. I sing ?
he sings, but not I must - he musts).

modify,
modifier

One word or phrase modifies another by making its meaning more
specific.
Because the two words make a phrase, the ‘modifier’ is normally
close to the modified word.
A word’s morphology is its internal make-up in terms of root words
and suffixes or prefixes, as well as other kinds of change such as the
change of mouse to mice.
Morphology may be used to produce different inflections of the same
word (e.g. boy - boys), or entirely new words (e.g. boy - boyish)
belonging to the same word family.
A word that contains two or more root words is a compound (e.g.
news+paper, ice+cream).
The surest way to identify nouns is by the ways they can be used
after determiners such as the: for example, most nouns will fit into the
frame "The __ matters/matter."
Nouns are sometimes called “naming words” because they name
people, places and “things”; this is often true, but it doesn’t help to
distinguish nouns from other word classes. For example, prepositions
can name places and verbs can name ‘things’ such as actions.
Nouns may be classified as common (e.g. boy, day) or proper (e.g.
Ivan, Wednesday), and also as countable (e.g. thing, boy) or noncountable (e.g. stuff, money). These classes can be recognised by
the determiners they combine with.

morphology

noun

dogs is an inflection of dog.
went is an inflection of go.
better is an inflection of good.

The old woman died.
We all laughed.
It was raining but the sun was shining. [Two main clauses]
The man who wrote it told me that it was true. [One main clause
containing two subordinate clauses.]
She said, “It rained all day.” [One main clause containing another.]
I can do this maths work by myself.
This ride may be too scary for you!
You should help your little brother.
Is it going to rain? Yes, it might.
Canning swim is important. [not possible because can must be
finite; contrast: Being able to swim is important, where being is not
a modal verb]
In the phrase primary-school teacher:
teacher is modified by primary-school (to mean a specific kind of
teacher)
dogs has the morphological make-up: dog + s.
unhelpfulness has the morphological make-up:
unhelpful + ness
where unhelpful = un + helpful
and helpful = help + ful

Our dog bit the burglar on his behind!
My big brother did an amazing jump on his skateboard.
Actions speak louder than words.
Not nouns: He’s behind you! [this names a place, but is a
preposition, not a noun]
She can jump so high! [this names an action, but is a verb, not a
noun]
common, countable: a book, books, two chocolates, one day, fewer
ideas
common, non-countable: money, some chocolate, less imagination
proper, countable: Marilyn, London, Wednesday

noun phrase

A noun phrase is a phrase with a noun as its head, e.g. some foxes,
foxes with bushy tails. Some grammarians recognise one-word
phrases, so that foxes are multiplying would contain the noun foxes
acting as the head of the noun phrase foxes.

object

An object is normally a noun, pronoun or noun phrase that comes
straight after the verb, and shows what the verb is acting upon.
Objects can be turned into the subject of a passive verb, and cannot
be adjectives (contrast with complements).

participle

Verbs in English have two participles, called ‘present participle’ (e.g.
walking, taking) and ‘past participle’ (e.g. walked, taken).
Unfortunately, these terms can be confusing to learners, because:
• they don’t necessarily have anything to do with present or past time
• although past participles are used as perfects (e.g. has eaten) they
are also used as passives (e.g. was eaten).
The sentence It was eaten by our dog is the passive of Our dog ate it.
A passive is recognisable from
• the past participle form eaten
• the normal object (it) turned into the subject
• the normal subject (our dog) turned into an optional preposition
phrase with by as its head
• the verb be(was), or some other verb such as get.
Contrast active.
A verb is not ‘passive’ just because it has a passive meaning: it must
be the passive version of an active verb.
Verbs in the past tense are commonly used to:
• talk about the past
• talk about imagined situations
• make a request sound more polite.
Most verbs take a suffix –ed, to form their past tense, but many
commonly-used verbs are irregular.
See also tense.

passive

past tense

Adult foxes can jump. [adult modifies foxes, so adult belongs to the
noun phrase]
Almost all healthy adult foxes in this area can jump.
[all the other words help to modify foxes, so they all belong to the
noun phrase]
Year 2 designed puppets. [noun acting as object]
I like that. [pronoun acting as object]
Some people suggested a pretty display. [noun phrase acting as
object]
Contrast:
A display was suggested. [object of active verb becomes the
subject of the passive verb]
Year 2 designed pretty. [incorrect, because adjectives cannot be
objects]
He is progressive] walking to school. [present participle in a
He has perfect] taken the bus to school. [past participle in a
The photo was passive] taken in the rain. [past participle in a

A visit was arranged by the school.
Our cat got run over by a bus.
Active versions: The school arranged a visit.
A bus ran over our cat.
Not passive: He received a warning. [past tense, active received]
We had an accident. [past tense, active had]

Tom and Chris showed me their new TV. [names an event in the
past]
Antonio went on holiday to Brazil. [names an event in the past;
irregular past of go]
I wish I had a puppy. [names an imagined situation, not a situation
in the past]
I was hoping you’d help tomorrow. [makes an implied request
sound more polite]

perfect

phoneme

phrase

plural

possessive

prefix

preposition

The perfect form of a verb generally calls attention to the
consequences of a prior event; for example, He has gone to lunch
implies that he is still away, in contrast with He went to lunch. It is
formed by:
• turning the verb into its past participle inflection
• adding a form of the verb have before it.
It can also be combined with the progressive (e.g. he has
been going).
A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that signals a distinct,
contrasting meaning. For example:
• /t/ contrasts with /k/ to signal the difference between tap and cap
• /t/ contrasts with /l/ to signal the difference between bought and ball.
It is this contrast in meaning that tells us there are two distinct
phonemes at work.
There are around 44 phonemes in English; the exact number
depends on regional accents. A single phoneme may be represented
in writing by one, two, three or four letters constituting a single
grapheme.
A phrase is a group of words that are grammatically connected so
that they stay together, and that expand a single word, called the
‘head’. The phrase is a noun phrase if its head is a noun, a
preposition phrase if its head is a preposition, and so on; but if the
head is a verb, the phrase is called a clause. Phrases can be made
up of other phrases.
A plural noun normally has a suffix –s or –es and means ‘more than
one’.
There are a few nouns with different morphology in the plural (e.g.
mice, formulae).
A possessive can be:
• a noun followed by an apostrophe, with or without s
• a possessive pronoun.
The relation expressed by a possessive goes well beyond ordinary
ideas of ‘possession’. A possessive may act as a determiner.
A prefix is added at the beginning of a word in order to turn it into
another word.
Contrast suffix.
A preposition links a following noun, pronoun or noun phrase to some
other word in the sentence. Prepositions often describe locations or
directions, but can describe other things, such as relations of time.
Words like before or since can act either as prepositions or as
conjunctions.

She has downloaded some songs. [present perfect; now she has
some songs]
I had eaten lunch when you came. [past perfect; I wasn’t hungry
when you came

The word cat has three letters and three phonemes: /kæt/ The word
catch has five letters and three phonemes: /kaʧ/ The word caught
has six letters and three phonemes: /kɔ:t/

She waved to her mother. [A noun phrase, with the noun mother as
its head]
She waved to her mother. [A preposition phrase, with the
preposition to as its head]
She waved to her mother. [A clause, with the verb waved as its
head]
dogs [more than one dog]; boxes [more than one box]
mice [more than one mouse]
Tariq’s book [Tariq has the book]
The boys’ arrival [the boys arrive]
His obituary [the obituary is about him]
That essay is mine. [I wrote the essay]
overtake, disappear
Tom waved goodbye to Christy. She’ll be back from Australia in two
weeks.
I haven’t seen my dog since this morning.
Contrast: I’m going, since no-one wants me here! [conjunction:
links two clauses]

preposition
phrase
present tense

progressive

pronoun

punctuation

Received
Pronunciation
register

relative clause

He was in bed.
A preposition phrase has a preposition as its head followed by a
I met them after the party.
noun, pronoun or noun phrase.
Jamal goes to the pool every day. [describes a habit that exists
Verbs in the present tense are commonly used to:
• talk about the present
now]
He can swim. [describes a state that is true now]
• talk about the future.
They may take a suffix –s (depending on the subject).
The bus arrives at three. [scheduled now]
My friends are coming to play. [describes a plan in progress now]
See also tense.
Michael is singing in the store room. [present progressive]
The progressive (also known as the 'continuous') form of a verb
Amanda was making a patchwork quilt. [past progressive]
generally describes events in progress. It is formed by combining the
verb's present participle (e.g. singing) with a form of the verb be (e.g. Usha had been practising for an hour when I called. [past perfect
he was singing). The progressive can also be combined with the
progressive]
perfect (e.g. he has been singing).
She waved to him. Amanda waved to Michael.
Pronouns are normally used like nouns, except that:
His mother is over there. John’s mother is over there.
• they are grammatically more specialised
This will be an overnight visit. The visit will be an overnight visit.
• it is harder to modify them
He is the one who broke it. Simon is the one: Simon broke it.
In the examples, each sentence is written twice: once with pronouns
(underlined), and once with nouns. The colours show where the
same thing is being talked about.
Punctuation includes any conventional features of writing
“I’m going out, Usha, and I won’t be long,” Mum said.
other than spelling and general layout: the
standard punctuation marks . , ; : ? ! - – ( ) “ ” ‘ ’ , and
also word-spaces, capital letters, apostrophes, paragraph
breaks and bullet points. One important role of punctuation is to
indicate sentence boundaries.
Received Pronunciation (often abbreviated to RP) is an accent which is used only by a small minority of English speakers in England. It is
not associated with any one region. Because of its regional neutrality, it is the accent which is generally shown in dictionaries in the UK (but
not, of course, in the USA). RP has no special status in the national curriculum.
Classroom lessons, football commentaries and novels use different
registers of the same language, recognised by differences of
vocabulary and grammar. Registers are 'varieties' of a language
which are each tied to a range of uses, in contrast with dialects,
which are tied to groups of users.
A relative clause is a special type of subordinate clause that modifies
a noun. It often does this by using a relative pronoun such as who or
that to refer back to that noun, though the relative pronoun that is
often omitted.
A relative clause may also be attached to a clause. In that case, the
pronoun refers back to the whole clause, rather than referring back to
a noun.
In the examples, the relative clauses are underlined, and the colourcoding pairs the pronouns with the words they refer back to.

I regret to inform you that Mr Joseph Smith has passed away.
[formal letter]
Have you heard that Joe has died? [casual speech]
Joe falls down and dies, centre stage. [stage direction]
That’s the boy who lives near school. [who refers back to boy]
The prize that I won was a book. [that refers back to prize]
The prize I won was a book. [the pronoun that is omitted]
Tom broke the game, which annoyed Ali. [which refers back to the
whole clause]

root word

schwa

sentence

split digraph
Standard
English

stress

Morphology breaks words down into root words, which can stand
alone, and suffixes or prefixes which can’t. For example, help is the
root word for other words in its word family such as helpful and
helpless, and also for its inflections such as helping. Compound
words (e.g. help-desk) contain two or more root words. When looking
in a dictionary, we sometimes have to look for the root word (or
words) of the word we are interested in.
The name of a vowel sound that is found only in unstressed positions
in English. It is the most common vowel sound in English.
It is written as /ə/ in the International Phonetic Alphabet. In the
English writing system, it can be written in many different ways.
A sentence is a group of words which are grammatically connected to
each other but not to any words outside the sentence.
The form of a sentence’s main clause shows whether it is being used
as a statement, a question, a command or an exclamation.
A sentence may consist of a single clause or it may contain several
clauses held together by subordination or co-ordination. Classifying
sentences as 'simple', 'complex' or 'compound' can be confusing,
because a 'simple' sentence may be complicated, and a 'complex'
one may be straightforward. The terms 'single-clause sentence' and
'multi-clause sentence' may be more helpful.

See digraph.
Standard English can be recognised by the use of a very small range
of forms such as those books, I did it and I wasn't doing anything
(rather than their non-Standard equivalents); it is not limited to any
particular accent. It is the variety of English which is used, with only
minor variation, as a major world language. Some people use
Standard English all the time, in all situations from the most casual to
the most formal, so it covers most registers. The aim of the national
curriculum is that everyone should be able to use Standard English
as needed in writing and in relatively formal speaking.
A syllable is stressed if it is pronounced more forcefully than the
syllables next to it. The other syllables are unstressed.

played [the root word is play]
unfair [the root word is fair]
football [the root words are foot and ball]

/əlɒŋ/ [along]
/bʌtə/ [butter]
/dɒktə/ [doctor]
John went to his friend’s house. He stayed there till tea-time.
John went to his friend’s house, he stayed there till tea-time. [This is
a ‘comma splice’, a common error in which a comma is used where
either a full stop or a semi-colon is needed to indicate the lack of
any grammatical connection between the two clauses].
You are my friend. [statement]
Are you my friend? [question]
Be my friend! [‘command’]
What a good friend you are! [exclamation]
Ali went home on his bike to his goldfish and his current library book
about pets. [single-clause sentence]
She went shopping but took back everything she had bought
because she didn’t like any of it. [multi-clause sentence]
I did it because they were not willing to undertake any more work on
those houses. [formal Standard English]
I did it cos they wouldn’t do any more work on those houses. [casual
Standard English]
I done it cos they wouldn’t do no more work on them houses.
[casual non-Standard English]

about
visit

subject

subjunctive

subordinate,
subordination

subordinate
clause

suffix

syllable

The subject of a verb is normally the noun, noun phrase or pronoun
that names the ‘do-er’ or ‘be-er’. The subject’s normal position is:
• just before the verb in a statement
• just after the auxiliary verb, in a question.
Unlike the verb’s object and complement, the subject can determine
the form of the verb (e.g. I am, you are).
In some languages, the inflections of a verb include a large range of
special forms which are used typically in subordinate clauses, and
are called 'subjunctives'. English has very few such forms and those
it has tend to be used in rather formal styles.

Rula’s mother went out.
That is uncertain.
The children will study the animals.
Will the children study the animals?

A subordinate word or phrase tells us more about the meaning of the
word it is subordinate to. Subordination can be thought of as an
unequal relationship between a subordinate word and a main word.
For example:
• an adjective is subordinate to the noun it modifies
• subjects and objects are subordinate to their verbs.
Subordination is much more common than the equal relationship of
co-ordination.
See also subordinate clause.
A clause which is subordinate to some other part of the same
sentence is a subordinate clause; for example, in The apple that I ate
was sour, the clause that I ate is subordinate to apple (which it
modifies). Subordinate clauses contrast with co-ordinate clauses as
in It was sour but looked very tasty. (Contrast: main clause)
However, clauses that are directly quoted as direct speech are not
subordinate clauses.
A suffix is an ‘ending’, used at the end of one word to turn it into
another word. Unlike root words, suffixes cannot stand on their own
as a complete word.
Contrast prefix.

big dogs [big is subordinate to dogs]
Big dogs need long walks. [big dogs and long walks are subordinate
to need]
We can watch TV when we’ve finished. [when we’ve finished is
subordinate to watch]

A syllable sounds like a beat in a word. Syllables consist of at least
one vowel, and possibly one or more consonants.

Cat has one syllable.
Fairy has two syllables.
Hippopotamus has five syllables.

The school requires that all pupils be honest.
The school rules demand that pupils not enter the gym at lunchtime.
If Zoë were the class president, things would be much better.

That’s the street relative clause; modifies street] where Ben lives. [
He watched her adverbial; modifies watched] as she disappeared. [
subject of was] What you said was very nice. [acts as
She noticed object of noticed] an hour had passed. [acts as
Not subordinate: He shouted, “Look out!”

call - called
teach - teachverb into a noun] er [turns a
terror - terrorise [turns a noun into a verb]
green – greenword class unchanged] ish [leaves

synonym

Two words are synonyms if they have the same meaning, or similar
meanings. Contrast antonym.

talk - speak
old - elderly

tense

In English, tense is the choice between present and past verbs,
which is special because it is signalled by inflections and normally
indicates differences of time. In contrast, languages like French,
Spanish and Italian, have three or more distinct tense forms,
including a future tense. (See also: future.)
The simple tenses (present and past) may be combined in English
with the perfect and progressive.

transitive verb

A transitive verb takes at least one object in a sentence to complete
its meaning, in contrast to an intransitive verb, which does not.

He studies. [present tense – present time]
He studied yesterday. [past tense – past time]
He studies tomorrow, or else! [present tense – future time]
He may study tomorrow. [present tense + infinitive – future time]
He plans to study tomorrow. [present tense + infinitive – future time]
If he studied tomorrow, he’d see the difference! [past tense –
imagined future]
Contrast three distinct tense forms in Spanish:
Estudia. [present tense]
Estudió. [past tense]
Estudiará. [future tense]
He loves Juliet.
She understands English grammar.

trigraph

A type of grapheme where three letters represent one phoneme.

High, pure, patch, hedge

unstressed
verb

See stressed.
The surest way to identify verbs is by the ways they can be used:
they can usually have a tense, either present or past (see also
future).
Verbs are sometimes called ‘doing words’ because many verbs name
an action that someone does; while this can be a way of recognising
verbs, it doesn’t distinguish verbs from nouns (which can also name
actions). Moreover many verbs name states or feelings rather than
actions.
Verbs can be classified in various ways: for example, as auxiliary, or
modal; as transitive or intransitive; and as states or events.

He lives in Birmingham. [present tense]
The teacher wrote a song for the class. [past tense]
He likes chocolate. [present tense; not an action]
He knew my father. [past tense; not an action]
Not verbs: The walk to Halina’s house will take an hour. [noun]
All that surfing makes Morwenna so sleepy! [noun]

vowel

word

word class

word family

A vowel is a speech sound which is produced without any closure or
obstruction of the vocal tract.
Vowels can form syllables by themselves, or they may combine with
consonants.
In the English writing system, the letters a, e, i, o, u and y can
represent vowels.
A word is a unit of grammar: it can be selected and moved around
headteacher or head teacher [can be written with or without a space]
relatively independently, but cannot easily be split. In punctuation,
primary-school teacher [normally written with a hyphen]
words are normally separated by word spaces.
I’m going out.
Sometimes, a sequence that appears grammatically to be two words 9.30 am
is collapsed into a single written word, indicated with a hyphen or
apostrophe (e.g. well-built, he’s).
Every word belongs to a word class which summarises the ways in which it can be used in grammar. The major word classes for English
are: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, determiner, pronoun, conjunction. Word classes are sometimes called ‘parts of speech’.
The words in a word family are normally related to each other by a
combination of morphology, grammar and meaning.

teach - teacher
extend – extent - extensive
grammar – grammatical – grammarian

